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ABSTRACT
"HEY, GUESS \ilHAT? I 1 M NOT RETARDED ANYHORE! 11
A CASE STUDY OF THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS
OF NENTAL RETARDATION Alm EHOTIONAL DISTURBPJ'l"CE

by
Mary·-Ann HcGarvey
Haster of Arts in Social and Philosophical Foundations of Education

Problems concerning the differential diagnosis of mental
n~tardation

and emotional disturbance within the same individual

are explored using the case history technique.
Information :for the case history was gathered from personal
interviews~

social workers, individual t.herapy

sc~ssions,

a pet sonal

diary, psychological evaluations, medical evaluations, and cumulative
record files.

The information collected for the case history is

presented in the form of an edited personal document of a young
woman 1vho I \,Till call Elizabeth, wbo was labeled as mentally retarded
throughout her school experience, and at the age of twenty-six was
reevaluated as being emotionally disturbed.

All services which

were once available to her were taken m.-ay with no immediate provi-·
Sion o£ supportive services.

\-lith the

~.;rithdravm1

of sheltered

employment, and the chance of entering an independent living program
iminished, coupled with personal traumas, hospi.tal:i.za.tion became
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necessary.

Individual interviews deal with this young woman's

understanding about herself, her situation, and her experiences.
Separate interviews with her mother and her sister have also given
some insight into the families feelings about t.he young woman's
diagnosis and how it affec.ted her life.
Research on current coneepts of mental retardation and
emotional disturbance and the effeets on differential diagnosis
give an overvie\v of the problems occu·rring from classifieation
systems.

Conelusions were drawn as to the nature of the differential

diagnosis citing the literature for support of the authors
contentions.

v
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Differential diagnosis refers to the procedure whereby one
attempts to correlate observations and meastrrements and to clearly
isolate all of these pertinent factors in an individual so that
predictions about the course of a presenting condition could be
made and appropriate therapeutic measures taken (Sarason, 1959;
Tizard, 1970).

The differential diagnostic procedure involves a

detailed noting and weighting of symptoms according to the constellation in which 1:hey appear, an acute awareness of the overlapping
of symptoms among a wide variety of conditions, and the need to
subject one's conclusions to the test. of subsequent events.

Not

only is it very difficult to provide a differential diagnosis
(Eialer) 1970; Menolascino, 1970), but the therapeutic implications
of the differential diagnosis are also in doubt.
The purpose of this paper i.s to discuss.how useful or crucial
the diagnostic decision is as to whet.her or not we have on hand an
individual with a disorganizing psychotic process which hampers
intelleet.ua.l development, as opposed to a case of mental retardation
with associated features of disturbed organization with secondary
psychological problems attaining psychotic proportions.

That certain

psychiatric syndromes may mimic the symptoms of retardation, and
indeed sometimes appear indistinguishable from

them~

further

complicates the classification.
If one can assume that a defini..tive diagnosis is possible, the
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:i.rnpot·tance of different diagnostic decisions can be manifested
in several directions.

Bialer (1977) suggests that expectations

as to the outcome of a certain therapeutic or educational program may
be determined by the specific diagnostic decision.

It may be

the case that with the amelioration of the emotdonal problem, a given
individual may eventually function at a nonretarded level. Hypothetically, psychotherapy may reduce the se,:rerity of the intellectual
deficit ii1 a severly disturbed individual who is
retarded, 11

11

£unctionally

If an educational vie"t\.-rpoint is emphasized, the primary

focus would he on treating the personality problem in an individual
vi'ho is behaviorally retarded for any reason.

:From this viewpoint,

any observed increase in measured intelligence would be considered
incidental to the alleviation of emotional and behavioral observations.

A Cl'liCial consequence of

a:

differential diagnostic decision

may he the natu·re of the facility to
assigned to treatment (Bialer, 1970).

'ir.~hich

the given individual is

Admission to specific

facilities are often determined by the diagnostic categories in
which the individual has been relegated.

w'here the diagnostic label,

rather ttu:m the needs of the individual, is the determining factor
in his disposition, it may lead to a person being tossed back and
forth bE:t,,;reen schools, hospitals, or agencies serving the mentally
retarded, each claiming the responsib:l.lity rests with the other.
The follm:lling treatise is an effort to fully understand
hov7 the problem of the overlapping characteristics between mental
retardation and other types of mental disorders place a strain on
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the classification procedure and provides a p:eohlem in differential
diagnosis.

I have chosen to use the first person life history method

as described by Denzian {1970) and Bogdon (1977) as a method of
studying the effects

of the differential diagnostic decis:Lon with

a young woman ·who was laheled as me:ntally retarded and was placed
in special classes throughout her school experience.

At the age of

26, she was re-evaluated as being ellnot;ionally disturbed.

The basic

theme of the life history is the cwastruction of a set of explanations
that reflect one persons or one group's subjective experiences
towards a predetermined set of

events (Denzion, 1970; Bogdon, 1977).

As Sha\v (1966) states, n:in the life history is revealed, as in no
other way, the inner life of a person, his moral struggles, his
successes and failures in securing control of his destiny in a world
to often at variance with his hopes and ideals."
The mentally retarded individual is highly vulnerable to
stresses from an environment organized primarily for those with
average intelligence.

As a result of interpersonal stresses, the

retarded child may be considered to be at risk for the development of
behavior disorders.

Most psychiatric studies agree that emotional

disturbances are proportionally more frequent among the mentally
retarded than the general population (Webster·, 1963; Chess, 1970).
Bender (1959) ::Lndicated the complexity of the overlap of emotional
disturbance 'tvith some case studies of mental retardation.

She

distinguished wil.:h the c.ategory of uchildhood schizophrenia" a
subgroup of "pseudo-def•Jctive" individuals.

Unfortunately, there

is not enough systematie information on either the prevalence or

specific etiology of behavio-ral disturbances in retarded individuals
(Chess, 1970).

Issues surrounding the influence of emotional factors

on intellectual factors have been discussed (Kanner, 1952; Goldfarb,

1961; Wing, 1966; Creak, 1970)s however very little work has been
done on the possible effects of retardation upon psychological
functioning and personality develop;m:ent.
Hundreds of case studies have been published describing
the life histories of persons which .<Lt one point in their lives
have been regarded as mentally retarded (Cobb et al, 1966).

Cobb

.end·erl his exhaustive review of the outcomes of research \vith the

statement that "no neat and certain formulas for predicting adult
success in the mentally retarded have been achieved. 11

To the

coutrary, if there was on.e clear conclusion that could be drawn from
this array of studies, it 'tvas that no special formula for prediction
'il'as possible, that the relationship between predictors and crited.a
are enormously complex, and that the outcome in terms of personal,
social, and vocational success are t:he product of manifold
in.teractive determinants.

The problem is essentially a practical one,

to- look for general solutions is misguiding.

Nost longitudinal studies on mild mental retardation have dealt
in the ways that its members differed from society and their adjust~i1as

documented.. The general concen.sus was that "this group had

fared better than could have been predicted or even hoped for (Baller,
Charles, and Miller, 1966).

Hm·Jever, there have been no life history

st:udies on the effects of a change in the diagnosis of an individual.
This project is presented in order to enable people to
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experience what life has been and is for one young woman who was
caught in the middle of the diagnostie procedure, how she vie>ved
herself, and the world around her.

This case study focuses on the

struggle concerning the differential diagnosis and theory and presents
another voice which allows us the opportunity to examine the
possibility that we are not doing what we say we are or that we are
misrepresenting -.;.rho we say we are representing.

This case study

also provided me the opportunity to experience the service delivery
Horld in the eyes of the client and to see how the discrepancies in
interpretation and in practice of the application affected not only
the delivery of treatment to this young woman but also what the
impact of the competing approaches meant to an individual who was not
totally in control of her own destiny.
A r·evlew of the relevant literature on differential diagnosis is
presented in Chapter II.

The Hethodology is presented in Chapter III.

The Case History material is given in Chapter IV.

In Chapter V, the

summary is presented and evaluations and conclusions are made.

The

ease history material in Chapter IV is not a continuous narration but
a chronological description of specific interactions.

Most of the

case history material was begun after I had begun working with
Elizabeth.

This was done intentionally.

necessary to establish

I felt that it was

myself as a neutral, trusted insider in order

to develop a good rapport with Elizabeth, her mother, and her sister.
Elizabeth, her mother, and her sister w'l10 are described, gave me
permission to write this account of their lives, but did so without
having read it first or having knowledge of the details described.
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In order to assure the greatest possible objectivity, I made
many efforts to control distortions.

Impressions of personal

feelings and love would have been greater if fewer efforts had been
made to control bias based on my emntional involvement 1:.vith Elizabeth.
If

n~ading

is less attractive, I consider it necessary for

objectivity.
Only a work of art, and not a case report could give full life
to the human being whose history is presented here.

Although some-

·what blurred, I hope enough has been said about her so that she comes
to life without encumbering the reader with too much detail.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
According to Creak (1963) "mental deficiency is the condition
most readily confused with childhood psychosis and indeed they have
much in common."

The psychotic child, while in the early withdrawn

stage of his illness, is the most ineducable of any and conversely,
one meets among retarded patients odd skj_lls, obsessional drives to
no very obvious purpose, active withdrawal from social contacts, and
many instances of bizarre behavior.

The distinction whether these

are psychotic children, or examples of psychotic behavior in severely
retarded children, is almost an aeademic one.

Such children function

at a grossly retarded level, even if it often seems that it is the
emotional iso1.ation that closes the door to learning to them.

These

cases have shown that even with reasonable care and oversight it is
still possible to be in the dark as to the real diagnosis.
The distinction between mental retardation and other types
of mental disorder is r.ot easily accomplished wheu such disorders
occur early in J_j_fe (Benton, 1964).

The literature describes the

nature of the .association between manifestations of psychopathology
and the traits of intellectual subnormality in various ways.

The

association has been interpreted as beingcoincidental, ie; as
reflecting the occurenc.e of two independent pathologic processes in
the same individual.

It has been interpreted as the expression of a

single basic process, eg; brain disease leading to both intellectual
subnormality and to defective emotional control, the latter in turn
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g:l:ves rise to antisocial, neurotic or psychotic behavior (Benton,
1961+).

The psychopathological traits have been interpreted as results

of the primary intellectual deficit

mnd

as representing the reactions

of the defective individual to adverse or stressful situations
(Hortis, 1958).

The intellectual deficit has been interpreted as a

result of the primary psychopathic process and represents a particular
form that the neurotic or psychotic reaction may take (Benton, 1964).
Clearly, emotional disturbances and mental retardation have
been historically considered as distinct entities or as coexistent
and insepa·rable.

These diverse outlooks on this matter c.an have

serious consequences upon individual etiology and diagnosis and upon
the therapeutic approaches to the problem (Menolascino, 1965).

The

problem in. elassification is not only a quantitative one but involves
interpretation of the current behavioral status of the individual,
his hi.story ~ and any other data that :may bear on the differential
aspects of the diagnosis (Benton, 1964).
A common frame of reference fo:r discussion of the diagnostic
relationship between mental retardation and emotional disturbance was
provided by the early classification schema of the American Association on H:ental Deficiency Manual on Te1:minology and Classification in
Mental Retardation

(Heber~

1961).

More specifically, CategoTy VIII

addressed itself to mental retardation that was due to presumed
"psychogenic mental retardation associated with emotional disturbance
(Code .83) and mental retardation assoc.iated with psychotic disorders
(Code 184).

Cantor (1960) and Garfield and Wilson (1960) disagreed

in respect to Category VIII.

The argument centered around what was
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primary in disturbance and what was secondary.

In brief, \vere the

diagnostic classifications related to mentally retarded children who
also displayed psychotic behavior or did they designate psychotic
children \·lho functioned at a mentally retarded level?

Grossman and

Wilson (1960) stated that the two categories referred to "did not
appear to be sufficiently clear or detailed enough and it was likely
that an individual suffering from primarily psychotic reactions or
similar disturbance might be classified as mentally

retarded~u

Cantor (1960) provided a rebuttal to Garfield and Wilson and claimed
that "the manual's definition included the consideration of incurability and age of onset."

While the limits were vague, Cantor

admitted, the intent was clear.

For example, once a normal adult who

became psychotic and whose intellectual functioning suffered as a
result would certainly not be labeled as mentally retarded using the
manu.la's definition.

Grossman (1977) revised. the 1973 AAND Manual

in an attempt to clarify those passages that were subject to more than
one interpretation.

At the present time, the 1977 AAMD Manual on

Terminology and Classification refers to mental retardation as
Hsignificantly subaverage general intellectual functioning existing
concurrently with deficits in adaptive behavior manifested during
the developmental period (Grossman, 1977).

The behavioral category

of borderline retardation was deleted reflecting changing concepts in
the social capabilities of persons with low intelligence; thus two
standard deviations below the mean is considered to be the approximate
ceiling level for the classification of mental retardation.

A person

may be considered mentally retarded if all of the follm'ling criterion
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are met; (1) on a test of general intelligence a score (usually IQ)
of more than two standard deviations below the mean for the test is
attained, (2) deficits in adaptive behavior are. associated as to the
effecti.veness or degree with whieh an individual meets the standards
of personal independence and social responsibility expected for age
and cultural group and, (3) the causitive agent was effective during
the developmental period of time between birth and the 18th birthday.
Within this framework an individual may meet the criteria of
mental retardation at one time in life and not at some other time.
A person may change status as a result in alterations in his
intellectual functioning, changes in his adaptive behaviors, changes
in the expectations of society, or for known and unknown reasons
(Grossman, 1977).

While Grossman (1977) suggested that clinical

judgemeilt is the measurement tool most commonly used for differential
dlagnos.:ls, he also stated that great variability in clinical perceptions, and resulting impressions, is a factor underlying the need for
a more definitive classification system.
In discussing problems inherent in arriving at a comprehensive
description of children who may be classified under the rubric
"emotionally disturbed, 11 Bialer (1970) pointed out that no authoritative source has yet come up with what. seems to be a generally
acceptable delineation of the concept of emotional disturbance.
Bialer (1970) provided a less dogmatic frame of reference for that
construct which will be used in the present paper.

The term will

refer to any significant emotional deviation that causes the
individual to have difficulty in meeting or adjusting to the demand
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of his culture, or in achieving an effective relationship with the
<o~nvironment

in which he finds himself.

The emotional states may

range from severe tension to outright psychotic behavior (Bialer,
1970).
Halpern (1.970) also stressed the need to further elucidate and
diagnose the relationship between emotional disturbance and mental
retardation.

Since a differential diagnosis provides the means to

clearly isolate all pertinent factors in an individual in order to
employ adequate treatment programs or program variables, then
distinctive programs are

definable~

viable, and crucial.

Cromwell, Blakesfield, and Strauss (1975) pointed out that in
addition to clear definitions, diagnostic systems should have
coherent and logical structure.

The issues surrounding the

classification, and consequent laheling, of individuals revolved
a.round the notion that such procedures have predominantly negative
social implications.

These implications may be summed up as follows:

(a) a classification often results in giving the individual a label
that may seriously affect his opportunities for schooling, housing,
and worki.ng, (b) professionals often see diagnosis and classifications as ends in themselves and make no effort to put appropriate
data to use in treatment and programming, and (c) following
classification, some individuals may be removed from the main current
of experiences in and out of school (Hobbs, 1975).

Hobbs (1975)

clearly stated however, that classification and diagnosis is
necessary for individuals to get services, to get into programs, and
to determine the outcome of int:erventive efforts.

Hobbs (1975) objected to the current AAMD classification of
mental retardation.

He delineated a strategy calling it "an

ecological approach to assessing an individual's problems and to
planning programs for the alleviation of given difficulties."

With

this approach, the childwould no lnnger be the sole focus of
assessment and intervention.

Rather the problem would be seen as

residing j_n the ecological system of which the individual is an
integral part.
are involved.

Physical and psychological as well as social factors
Thus assessments and interventions would focus on the

exchanges between the individual, the settings in which he
participates and the significant individual's who interact with him.
The objective vmuld be to make the ntotal system" work.

Hobb (1975)

also recommended that the federal government make a substantial
investment in developing a comprehensive system for diagnosing
exceptional individuals.
Another modern viewpoint of mental retardation based on operant
conditioning or behavior modification ideas holds that retardation is
not a symptom of something but is a limited kind of behavior shaped
by past events in the individuals life (Bijou, 1968).
Adm.idst the wide views expressed by Hobbs (1975) and Bijou (1968)
the AAMD system is currently viewed as the most useful system to the
majority of personel who deal with exceptional individuals.
Clarke and Clarke (1966) reported that special problems arise
over the differential diagnostic treatment plan, and management
of (childhood) psychosis either due to the inadequacy of available
methods of diagnosis or due to the absence of pathology.

There is no
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single indieators no sharp dividing line, and in "borderline" cases,
the differential diagnosis is a matter of judgement.

Clarke and

Clarke (1966) stated that in as much as a diagnosis is based on IQ
alone differences in criteria will result in the same individual
being differently classified by different authorities.
Hilliard and Kerman (1957) pointed out that whereas schizophrenia arising in late childhood or adolescence is unlikely to be
confused with mental defect if an adequate history is available, in
young children the problem of differential diagnosis is much more
difficult.

Balthazar and Stevens (1975) indicated that a large

number of individuals diagnosed as mentally retarded are also
diagnosed as schizophrenic.

The

perce~tage

of findings associated

with schizophrenic symptomatology and subaverage intelligence ranges
from 18 per eent to 40 per cent in t.he literature. (Pollack, 1958).
As the literature indicates, the problems of understanding
the mentally retarded are complicated by the fact that certain
psychiatric syndromes such as childhood schizophrenia may mimic the
symptoms of re·tardation and sometimes appear indistinguishable from
them.

Alternatively the schizophrenic child may exhibit sympt:oms of

retardation (Hauck and Freehill:t 1960).

Because it is difficult to

say which is causal and equally difficult to say which handicap
should be considered primary, Bialer (1970) directs the focus
away from the "manifestly sterile distinctions" that have been sought
up to now and redirects us towards assessing the major strengths
and most urgent needs of the multiply afflicted individual so as to
assign that person to a pTogram that is most appropriate or feasible.

As Balthazar and Stevens (1975) reiterated, the only important
distinction between diagnosis and treatment is in terms of the outcome.
In sunm1ary, the literature suggested that greater precision
in differential diagnosis should be possible.

But Creak (1963)

crudely stated that we will always probably be faced with the
problem "is he mad because he is limited, or is he limited because
he is mad? 11

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
§ubject
The case study mate£ial focuses on one young woman, Elizabeth,
who was diagnosed as mentally retarded.

At the time of the study,

Elizabeth \vas a client at a sheltered workshop for the mentally
retarded.
Procedure
The first person life history as described by Bogdan (19714) and
Bogdan and Taylor (1975) was used as a method of studying the effects
of the different:ial diagnostic decision with Elizabeth, a young
woman who \vas placed. in special classes throughout her school
experience.

At the age of 26, she was re-evaluated as being

emotionally disturbed.
Bogdan (1974) suggested that the traditional social science
research methods do not lend themselves to finding answers to such
complex questions of "How did Elizabeth get to where she was?"
had being labeled mentally retarded done to her? 11

11

~Jhat

"How could her

diagnosis be changed so that Elizabeth was not retarded anyLI1ore?"
"How did that change effect her life?n

Bogdan and Taylor (1975)

adopted research methods that allowed one to study an unstructured
interview assembled in the form of a social "autobiography" to find
answers to these questions.
RothnE:y (1968) indicated that a good case study vmuld deal with
the past; the present and the 'future.

15

In order to give a good,
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meaningful, total picture of one individual, and to throw light on
details that vJere previously
were used.

unclear~

specific analytical procedures

Testing materials, interviews, reporting of behavior

descriptions, analysis of personal documents were all techniques
that were employed in the collection of data for this case study.
The method of research was conducted in the qualitative manner
as described by Bogdan and Taylor (1975).

The mainstays of qualita-

tive methods are participant observatlon and personal documents
including unstructured interviewing.

Bogdan and Taylor (1975)

referred to the phrase participant observation as
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research

characterized by a period of intense social interaction between
the researcher and the subject, in the milieu o.f the latter."
During this period, data are unobtrusively and systematically
collected.

Observers immerse themselves in the lives of the people

and the situations they wish to understand.

They speak with them,

joke with them, empathize with them, and share their concerns and
experiences.

Prolonged contact in the setting allows them to

vie\v the dynamics of conflict and change and thus see organizations,
relationships, and group and individual definitions in the process
(Bogdan and Taylor, 1975).

By "personal documents" Bogdan and Taylor (1975) referred to
those materials in which people reve.aled in their own words their
view of their: entire life, or a part of it, or some other aspect of
themselves.

In qualitative methods, the researcher is necessarily involved
in the life of the subject.

There is, however a real sense in which

the qualitative researcher remains detached from the subject and
their perspectives. . The researcher
perspectives.

1nust

stand back from the subject's

They are viewed as neither good or bad, true nor false.

The researcher seeks not truth and morality, but rather understanding
(Bogdan and Taylor, 1975).
Over the past year, I have spent hundreds of hours interviewing
Elizabeth and those people close to her.

Home visits with her

lllother, her sister, and personal and telephone interviews with
various agency social workers, and friends were conducted in an
effort to get to know Elizabeth.

Bodga.n (1974) suggests the strategy

of getting to know the person, to get them to feel free with the
interviewer so that they could share :in an open way as possible what
their lives have been like in the past, the present, and their hopes
for the future.

All conversations had been recorded, transcribed,

and studied.
The case study material is a descriptive and analytic
presentation of data that have been laboriously and systematically
collected and interpreted.

The case study is written in a

der.>criptive form as told by Elizabeth and her family, with the purpose
of conveying to the reader an understanding of a situation or.what a
person is like.
This data was then compared with the current research on
differential diagnosis.

Important, unanswered questions in the

literature vJere related to the data.

Data relevant to the question

of differential diagnosis was separated in an effort to draw further
conclusions and to find relationships between categories of
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differential diagnosis.

From the reams of information obtained,

a centrs.l theme was developed around the differential diagnosis
literature and a deliberate attempt was made in. the presentation of
the case stt:dy material to define the

gro~th

of a person in a

cultural milieu and to make theoretical sense of it in the conclusion
cf this project.

CHAPTER IV
THE CASE STUDY
The following treatise is Elizabeth's story.

It is a case

history of a particular point in tue for Elizabeth.

It was based

partly from observationt partly from interviews with agency social
workers, but most of the aecount ·.vas made by Elizabeth herself.

It

is a good account.of one person who 1:rad been precariously labeled.
She was given the opportunity to speak for herself and express her
feelings on her life and of the professional agencies that revolve
around "the best interest of my client'' issue from the perspective
of one \vhom they were professing to know and to help.
The chapter is presented in sections.
1s

presented in Elizabeth's own words.

The first section

Her rambling style is

presented to give the reader an idea of Elizabeth's mannerisms.
The reade.r may also gain some insight. into Elizabeth's manner of
accepting things as being the way they are.

She had never thought

about why things happened, they just did.
The second section is my relationship with Elizabeth and how
I viewed the circumstances that brnught us together, presented
in the most objective manner as possible.
The third and fourth sections are descriptions of Elizabeth
from the point of vie.w of he.r sister and of her mother respectively.
Both sections are presented in the st:yle of the speaker, in order
to help the reader understand the type of person they are.

The

fourth section is presented in Elir.abeth 1 s mother's style of speech.
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She is a quickly paced, at times disoriented woman, who had to be
brought back to the topic from time to time.

All sections

undoubtedly help the reader gain insight into how different people
view similar situations.
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THE CASE STUDY-SECTION I
ELIZABETH'S STORY
This section is presented in Elizabeth's mm words.

Her story

was pieced together from edited transcripts,. from taped interviews,
and from notes.

The following gives the reader a sense of what

Elizabeth's life was like, especially the last ten years of it.

She

allows us to put ourselves in her place and to feel what she has felt.
In the end, Elizabeth will come alive and we will be able to realize
t:hat she is a person rather than a discrepancy of labels.

Early Recoll_ections
l can remember as far back as Arkansas, having animals.
I vJas around three or four.
cows, horses, and yucky pigs.
around the animals.

My Dad was ·a farmer.

He had

I didn't like the smell

It made me sick.

I'm glad we moved

away from there.
Hy parents only went to the fourth grade.
were out on a farm.

They picked cotton.

They

I think they

finally graduated from high school but I don't know.
don't know how my parents got together.
about it.
i\fe

I

We never talked

I only know they were from a farm.
moved to California.

wanted to be a janitor.

I don't know why.

My father

Then he drove a school bus, an

ice truck, a bakery truck and then did construction work.
He. lived in Van Nuys, North Hollywood and Arletta.

Now

2?

Now they live in Salton Sea where There! s peace and quiet. We
moved back and forth from Arkansas to California.
born in Arkansas.

born in California.
had eight kids.

me and

Then Carol, Dale and Bobby were

I don't know why we moved so much.

We

It cost a fortune to have eight kids.

were down with the measles at one time.
everyone did.

Leroy~

Jim was born in California.

Linda vmre born in Arkansas.

Stacey was

Five

If one got it

Jim and I had the mumps at the same time.

all fought like cats and dogs until we got older.

Mam took care of all of us.

We

Usually

I never took care of the younger

ones, she did that dirty -.;.;rork.

Remembrances of School
I first went to Ranchito School.
and stuff like that.
to get blisters.

I did reading,

I played hopscotch and j umprope.

I don't know why.

because of grades.

I used

I don't remember anyone from that school.

Then I went to Burton Street School.
grade.

writing~

I flunked the third

I don't remember.

I guess it was

I was neve.r that good in school.

It

didn't bother me though, I was to young for it to bother me.
I don't remember much of junior high school.

Englishs Arithmetic, Homemaking, and Music.
that.

I didn't understand it much.

draw that good either.

I took

I didn't like

Art too, I couldn't

I didntt like school.

I didn't do to

good.
I graduated from Grant High School in 1968.

I was held

back a year because I flunked elementary school.
arithmetic~

I took

homemaking, government) and other classes like that.

I had regular government.

It was hard.

The other ones

were special, not for retarded. but like for slower learners.
needed more help.

I wasn 1 t to good at it.

Archery I liked.

I'm not to coordinated.

I

I didn't like school.

The Prom and Reflecti_sms _on F_riendships_
I went to the prom with a guy from church.

Hy dress was

pink satin (like a rose color) with lace all over it and
puffed sleeves.

I used to have a picture of it.

He's

married now though.
I didn't have many friends.
not guys.

They were mostly girls,

I didn't date to much, mainly baby sat.

the heaeh or camping with the church.

I'd go to

The family would go

fishing or camping when we were little but everyone was so
busy working it

was hard to get together.

Jim was in the Air

Force~

Stacey was married,

and Leroy was in the Narines.

My

dad used to drink t.zhiskey really bad since I was in high sehool.

After high school I mostly baby sat.
bible school at ehurch.

I helped with crafts and stuff.

There wasn't to much to do at home.
On Vleek-ends I'd get bored.
wasn't much to do.

I taught vacation

On

week~days

was chores,

I didn't go anywhere.

There

The house was already eleaned.

I saw

an article. in the paper for tb.e job corps.
would be interesting.

I called. them up and this lady took

me to San Fernando for some tests.
was almost to old to get i.n.
on United Air lines,

I thought that

They were easy, except I

I. was 21.

I went to Oregon

Mostly girls went.

I went in June.

didn't work out so they sent me back home in July.
didn't work out so they sent me back.
didn't tell me.
about asking why.

It just

I dontt know why, they

We didn't. talk about it.

I didn't think

It would be intere.sting to know.

disappointed but I'm not now.

It

I was

When I got back from Oregon I

went to Olive View in Syllnar ~ for psychiatric care or something.
That was the first time I was in a hospital.

I've never

thought about why I was there.

On Dati!J-g and Her Relationship Hith Frank
I met Frank at Olive View.
started dating.

I lived at home then.

We usually went to a drive-in-movie or

to the Santa Monica PieL

I ·went to Fresno with him to

meet his sister and her family.

We stayed a week.

came hack home, Frank took me back to Olive View.
want to go back home.
Camarillo.

We

When we
I didn't

I asked the doctor if I could go to

I didn't know what Camarillo Hospital was.

should have asked the doctor about it but I didn't.
-remember going in an ambulance.

I

I

I was there from October to

Thanlcs giving.

After I got out of the hospital I went to a center in

North Hollywood.

I also went an field trips from O:live View.

Frank and I started dating again.
up to go to his parents house.
hound bus station.

On June 25, Frank called me

His dad took us to the grey-

We got married the next morning in Las

Vegas, Nevada.
~.Ve

left the same afternoon from Las Vegas to go back home.

We stayed in a motel.
I were married.

I wrote my mother to tell her Frank and

We didn't give her the address because my

dad had a drinking problem and we didn't get along to good
together.

B:£~lectj.._9.n~

He was drunk when he had the money.

On 11arriage
Frank and I went to my :mother and father-in-laws.

His sister helped us to find an apartment.
cost us one hundred and twenty-five dollars.

I think it
The landlord

told us not to run the air conditioner to much.
electricity was included in the rent.
completely furnished.
on credit.
food stamps.

The

The apartmei1t 'tvas

Frank's. mother helped us buy a

Frank's dad helped us get a telephone.
We shared t_hem -vlith Frank's parents.

stereo

We had
I didn 1 t

know how to cook so sometimes we'd eat at their house,
somet-imes we'd go out.
Frank and I lived together for two weeks.

We had an

argument and he packed some of his clothes and left.
didn't say where he was going:,,

He

I didn't have to much money.

stayed at the apartment by myself.

I was really upset.

Frank

I

and I separated our wedding gifts that both our families had
given us.

Sheltered Employment Experience
My social worker got me a job at Build Industries.

Hy

mother would take me to work because it was on the way to her
work.

I started staying overnight again with Frank at his

parents house.

My mother called the house on the week-end.

Frank talked to her, she wanted to talk t.o me but something
happened and she hung up.
me to come home.

My parents came over.

I didn't leave to go home.

They wanted

My mother and

dad brought over our stereo and all of my clothes.

When

Frank's parent 1 s came home they let me s.tay at their house.
Frank took me to work at Build.
month.

I lived with Frank for one

It didn't work out, us living together.

to my parents house.

I went back

I saw Frank on week-ends.

I worked at Build for six months then my social worker
helped me get a job at another workshop.
me to work and my mother \o10uld pick me up.
take the RTD bus home.
stop and I walked home.

My dad would take
I learned how to

One time I got off at the wrong bus
I was really late getting home.

Living in Bo:;rrd and Care Homes
Hy counselor. at the wo:r:kshop helped me find a board and

care home.

My mother helped me tnove in.

My social worker

told me I could stay over night when I wanted at Frankrs house.
Sometimes I would go over to stay at my parent's house. if
my dad wasn't drinki11g.

One time I \vas at my mother's house

we got into an argument and I wanted them to take roe back to
the board and care home.
mother's house.

I didn't want to go back to my

My mother called me a few days later to see

how I was doing.

I guess I wasnrt that mad at her.

Frank and I had another argument.
him anymore.

I didn't want to see

He came over a lat an)nvay.

We agreed if we

wanted to go out with someone else we would.
out with another guy for about a month.
started going with each other again.

I started going

Then Frank and I

In June Frank and I

went to Fresno to see his nephew get married.

I got into an

argument when I got back to the. board and care home.
and v7en t to my niece 1 s house.
anymore.

I wasn' t going back there

They took me to Olive View.

board and care home when I got out.
in Sepulveda.

I left

I moved into a new
I started a new workshop

I started taking a class at the workshop too.

I learned how to call a doctor, how to call in case of an
emergency, and how to ride the RTD bus.
counting and reading.
tion.

I worked on my

I leam.t::d how to fill out a job applica-

I met Al on the way to work one day.

the bus stop and asked me i f I wanted a ride.

He stopped at
At first I said

no, but after a while I rode with him.

He cleaned carpets.

I would go to work with him sometimes.

He told me to tell

everyone I was his wifets cousin.

I didn't talk to anyone

where he worked.

Problems on the Street
One day a counselor at the workshop where I worked wanted
to talk to me.

I thought I was in trouble for talking.

are really strict at the workshop.
break.

You can't go outside.

If you talk you lose your

You just have to sit there.

I wasn't in trouble, thank goodness.

taught me how to ride the RTD there.

But

He wanted me to go out

for a job interview doing housev10rk at a lady's house.

lady's house.

They

They

I started cleaning this

I liked it instead of going to the workshop.

On my way home from work one da.y I stopped by the shopping
center.

Two colored guys were walking on both sides of me.

The one on the right side grabbed my purse.
and the strap broke.

I was holding on

I had my wallet with 1ny social security

card and some cards with doctor's names on them.

My check from

housecleaning and my bus pass were in there too.

I was too

scared to scream.

I thought the' guys went toward the store.

I

went into the store and this guy said I looked like I was scared.
A lady that worked at the store told the security guard.
took me into their office.

I told them I cleaned houses.

The security guard took me to the bus stop.
the police.
the

p~lice

I was still nervous on the bus.
called.

They also called
When I got home,

Then they came to the house.

them a description of the men.
jacket and dark clothes on.

They

I gave

One guy had a long black

The other guy had dark clothes
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on too.

I hope they didn't try to rob anyone else.

Problems in the Board and Care Horne
I wanted a meeting with my counselor and my social worker.
I was always arguing over the same thing with the board and
care lady, Mrs. Emile.
dinner dishes.

I did the breakfast dishes and the

She didn't like the way I did them.

going to do them anymore.
freedom to do things.

Her food was good but I needed more

She \van ted to know exactly what I was

doing, hov1 long I'd be gone, when I'd be back.
for that.

I wasn't

I didn 1 t care

I wanted more freedom than they wanted to give. I

didn't want Mrs. Emile at the meeting because I didn't want
to c.ause any problems.
need me anymore.

The lady where I cleaned houses didn't

I had to go back to the workshop.

On my way to work this guy named \,]ayne was talking to me.
He had two boys and one girl.

His wife left him.

at night so he needed a babysitter.

He worked

He would pay me five

dollars an hour to babysit from three o'clock to eleven thirty.
I could live-in

~·Ji th

him.

social worker about it.

I talked to my counselor and my
I talked to Al about it too.

He said

he didn't want me living in a house with another man and that's
that.
house.

Mrs. Emile didn't like the idea of me moving into Wayne's
My mother said it wasn't logical.

about moving in with Wayne.

So I changed my mind

I went with my counselor to visit

an independent living program instead.
Mrs. Emile would get angry when I would write my diary.
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I wouldn't let them read it.

I told Mr. Emile I would rather

tear it up than to let him read it.
have been pleased with it.
to argue.

I'm sure he would not

He was drunk alot and he liked

He always drank when his wife was away.

He'd

stop off at the liquor store on his way home from work.

He -vmuld always yell at me when

be drunk '"hen he came home.
I'd be. on the telephone.

He usually apologized but when he

was drunk he'd always start up again.
the telephone anymore.

I just didn't answer

He would always make me hang up the

telephone if I was on it.
I was afraid to.

He'd

I never told Mrs. Emile about it.

I didn't know what she would do.

sure if she could have people taken out of there.

I'm not
Sometimes

Mr. Emile would make me sit on his lap when she was gone.
tried to touch me and stuff.
though.

something on the door.

I

That was the only place I could

But I didn't have a lock in there.

gone in.

He was strong

Once I pulled myself avmy he wo.uldn' t bother me.

usually T..vent into my room.
go

I usually got away.

He

O'ne time I had to put

I was protected" at least he's never

The doors didn't lock because of fire I guess.

I

wish they would've locked. . My social worker knew about his
drinking.

Impressions on Psychological Evaluation
I had-to take a test to get into the independent living
program.

The lady kept asking l\frs. Emile if she had the records

from when I was a baby.

She wanted to know about when I could
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walk and talk.
I
I

The only one who knows about that is my mother.

I don't know the names of the tests.

They were arithmetic,

money, and then problems on how much money I'd get back.

I

told the lady I usually do better on paper then I do in my
head.

It's easier.

I remember in Camarillo I was given some

puzzles to do, I couldn't even do them so I gave up.

The only

thing I had trouble with was the sentences- like sex- my mother
never talked to me about sex so I didn't knmv how to answer it.
That 1 s the only pa:rt I didn't do to good on.

There ,.,ere

pictures and you had to tell ,.,hat was missing.
vms missing and a leg was missing.
about two and a half hours.
wasn't that hard.

Like a pigtail

That's about all.

It took

It was kind of interesting.

I didn't ask for the results.

It

I hope I did

good.
I couldn't ta.ke it living at the Emiles' house.
was yelling all the time.
just walked out.
what to do.

Mrs. Emile threatened to hit me.

I'd had it.

I'm not a baby.

My social worker could tell

food was good, but food's not everything.

do what I wanted.
So I left.

The

I'd had it with the

I wasn't going back there again.

worker didn't mind.

I

She had no right telling me

me v7hat to do and I'd do it- but not Mrs. Emile.

whole family.

Everyone

My social

She said I was over eighteen and I could
I'd do what she said but not Mrs. Emile.

I went to Wayne's house.

I found out I scored to high on my tests.
go to the living program or stay in the workshop.

I couldn't
I was

really upset.

I don't really understand it all.

think I'm retarded anyway.
as fast.

I

I

1

1!t

too slow.

I don't

I can't learn

don't want to talk about it.

Note
Elizabeth stayed with a supervisor at the workshop for
a short time and then went to her ex brother-in-lavJS house.
By this time she was quite agi·tated and disoriented.

She was taken to Olive View Psychiatric Hospital and then
to Camarillo State Hospital where she remai.ned for six
months.

THE CASE STUDY-SECTION II
MY INTERACTION WITH ELIZABETH
This section is a description of my interaction and counseling
relationship with Elizabeth.

The material is presented from my

point of view, describing events and circumstances in Elizabeth's
life as they appeared to me.

Situational Information
I began 'vorki.ng with Elizabeth while she was a client at a
shelt.ered vmrkshop for the mentally retarded.

She had been at this

workshop two years prior to our involvement.

As her rehabilitation

counselor, it was my responsibility to provide individual counseling,
help Elizabeth set goals for

herself~

and to work with the various

agencies that Elizabeth was affiliated with in order to provide
maximum services for her.

Our relationship became more in-depth as

we began to explore vocational interests.

Our rapport was lively,

as Elizabeth is a perky young woman who enjoys

conversatior~.

Elizabeth was also interested in entering an independent living
program 'ivhich would provide the opportunity for her to learn basic
life skills so that she would be able to live independently within
the community.

At the time that independent living was being discussed with

Elizabeth, it became evident that she had t1eve1· been given a complete
psychological evaluation.

None of the four agencies that were serving

her had required one, even though a complete psychological evaluation
was a part of the normal.intake procedure of each agency.

To fulfill

one of the requirements of the independent living program, a
psychological evaluation was administered by the current funding
agency.
"Hey, guess what, I'm not retarded anymore!" Elizabeth was
very excited as she walked into my office.

She had just returned

from taking the psychological evaluation.

Little 1;-ms it realized

the turmoil and mental anguish that the test results and these words
~..muld

mean t:o Elizabeth.

I suggested to Elizabeth that as soon

as the results of the evaluation were in, that it would be reviewed
with her.

Elizabeth felt it would be a good idea because she "did

not understand most of it."
The psychological report indicated that Elizabeth was
administered the Wechsler Adul.t Intelligence Scale, the Wide
Range Achievement Test, the Bender-Gestalt Test, and the Forer
Structured Sentence Completion Test.

Elizabeth indicated that the

doctor requested the background information fer the psychological
evaluation from her board and care operator.
anything about me," Elizabeth
while."

stated~

"She doesn't know

Hivve only lived there a little

Information on past diagnosis was indicated by her current

.

community services agency psychiatrist as "mildly retarded with
chronic, undifferentiated schizophrenia.n
impression ·was

11

dull-normal cognitive

The new diagnostic

ability~

dependent, immature
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personality.!!
Elizabeth's full scale IQ was 86.

The physician for the funding

agency's assessment was that Elizabeth' F greatest pft':oblems were in
the area of living skills.

He felt she was undoubtedly not retarded

because she had the academic skills of a sixth grader.

He also

felt she had no obvious evidence of schizophrenia or psychotic
disorders at that time.

He indicated that "it is obvious that

Elizabeth has been treated as mentally retarded throughout her life-time and, as a result, her social functioning and basic skills are
those of a retarded individual.

For example, she even goes through

the shaking hands routine that is seen commonly in moderately
retarded individuals."

His recommendation was that Elizabeth be

taken off of her medication, Haldol, and also recommended an
j_ndependent living situation.

The doctor added, a.fter the evaluation

had been done, that additional information be obtained as "the
parents "'ivere not present, and there was no medical history.
childhood history was also unavailable."

Early

It appeared that the

diagnosis of dull normal retardation was made on the basis of the
test scores alone.
The results of the evaluation were not immediately explained
to Elizabeth.

The funding agency had called for a staffing to

determine Elizabeth's eligibility for further programming under
their agency.

Out of the eight people present in the staffing, I

was the only one present who actually knew Elizabeth.
worker was at another meeting and could not be present.

Her social
The

funding agency heard reeommendations and evaluations of Elizabeth.

It was decided by the majority in the staffing, that Elizabethrs high
IQ scores determined her ineligible for their services.

It was felt

that Elizabeth could not continue to be treated as a retarded
individual because she was "simply not retarded."

The overall

feeling was that Elizabeth was more mentally ill, and should be
treated like a mentally ill individual and served by an agency who
funded the mentally ill.

The comment that thedoctor indicated

no schizophrenic tendencies in his report was unrecognized by the
staff.

The funding agency did agree that Elizabeth could benefit

from the independent living.program she had applied for, but they no
longer felt it was an appropriate program for a person who was Hnot
retarded.n

They recommended that funding for the sheltered workshop

continue until another "suitable" program was available.

It was

also noted that Elizabeth could appeal the decision, with representation.

The funding agency requested that I notify Elizabeth of this

decision as she was not known to anyone else in the room.

Reactions to the News of the Staffina
Elizabeth did not take the news gently.
angry, and very tearful.

She was very upset,

It was obvious that she did not understand

the implications of the staffing decision, or more importantly, why.
When Elizabeth was calm and more receptive, we discussed the decision.
She quickly came to understand that she could not participate in the
independent living program, and that she soon would also not be
able to participate in the sheltered workshop program.
and care. situation was also dubious.

Her board

Elizabeth was able to verbalize

" I
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her feelings about the decision only as, "if they can't sponsor me,
I understand. 11

She was more able to express herself in her feelings

towards her social worker, "I don't want her as a social vmrker
anymore, she isn't helping me a bit.u

Leaving the Board and Care Home
It

\·TaS

not very soon after this discussion that Elizabeth

decided that she had had enough of living in her board and care
home.

Elizabeth called, adamantly stating that she was not going

back to the home and that she would be staying at a friend's home.
Her social worker was called and a meeting was set the next day with
the social worker and Elizabeth.

The friend, it turned ou,_t, was a

man that Elizabeth had met on the way to work.

He needed a baby-

sitter for h:ts children and was willing to have Elizabeth stay
in his home to watch the children.

The social worker agreed to this

arrangement and decided an emergency placement was not needed.
However, since Elizabeth was out of her placement, her agency was
no longer responsible for Elizabeth.

The workshop agreed to be

responsible until an adequate placement could be found.
response to the
confusion.
at al1. 11

vli thdrawal

Elizabeth's

of another agency's help lecl to more

She felt that she was nget.ting no support from them
"I don't know why, my social worker says I'm one of their

best clients."

Noted

Cha~g~s

in Behavior

A ne.w social worker was assigned to Elizabeth who would be
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placing her in a semi-independent livli1g facility for the mentally
ill.

It was felt by the agency, however, that since the psychological

evaluation had stated that Elizabeth was not schizophrenic at that
time, the population in the facility was not appropriate for Elizabeth.
It was not until this decision was made that the family was called
to aid Elizabeth.

Elizabeth's ex. brother-in-law agreed to take

El:izabeth for only four days, then a. placement would have to be found,
but he could not take her immediately.

Elizabeth stayed in the home

of a supervisor from the workshop until she moved into her ex brotherin-laws home.

At the same time, she received

for the sheltered workshop would be

te~~inated

notice that the funds
in two weeks.

A marked

change in Elizabeth's behavior was observed by the staff at the
workshop.

Elizabeth was changing from a

quiet~

passive state to one

where she would talk rapidly and incessantly, she was verbally
abusive to the staff members at the workshop, she wandered aimlessly
from office to office explaining her situation to everyone in sight.
At home, it was felt that Elizabeth could not be left alone, for fear
that she would wander off.
explaining to everyone,

11

Elizabeth was coughing excessively,

I have to cough to breath."

social worker was notified, her only response was that

While Elizabeth's
11

placements

are hard to find. 11
During the early hours of the morning, I received a telephone
call from Elizabeth.

She was talking rapidly, her conversation

was very erratic and she made very little sense.

Her brother-in-law

got on the telephone to ask if I would take Elizabeth earlier because
they could not handle her.

It was agreed that the family would bring

Elizabeth to the workshop at seven the next morning.
at the \vorkship, Elizabeth was nowhere to be seen.

Upon arriving
Some of the

staff had seen her around the property very early in the morning.
The brother-in-law and the other agencies involved were notified.
Two hours later) two police officers brought Elizabeth to the
workshop stating that she had been found in an industrial area and
had wandered into a factory and had "begun babbling, somewhat
:i.ncoherently, 11 at which point the police were notified.
Elizabeth was quite agitated and disoriented;

Her speech

was rapid and her movements were erratic and seemingly not under
control.

The funding agency was notified.

The agency stated that

it was no longer their responsibility and that the home placement
agency was responsible.

The home placement agency was not willing

to assume any responsibility for Elizabeth or to treat her situation
as an emergency situation;

The workshop was informed that Elizabeth's

social worker was in a meeting and could not be disturbed.
It had become increasingly obvious that Elizabeth needed
emergency care.

The home placement agency suggested that Elizabeth

should he taken to a mental health hospital.

While it was their

responsibility to do so, the agency did not have anyone who could
have left the office at that particular time.

Hospitalization
Elizabeth was taken to Olive View
section.

Hospital~

Psychiatric

As she entered the facility, her actions became more

exaggerated.

She started kicking the wallss screamed, doubled over

vlith stomach pains, and laughed hysterically.
The hospital, however, refused to ac.cept Elizabeth into their
facility.

The home placement agency had called the hospital's unit

director who, in turn, advised them not to bring Elizabeth in.
Because the funding agency removed Elizabeth's label of mental
retardation (MR) she could not be admitted as an MR patient to
the state hospital system.

However, because her records generally·

did reflect this MR label, she could not be admitted to any of the
programs for the mentally ill in the state hospitals.

In effect,

this meant that Elizabeth.could not be admitted to any of the state
hospitals because of the labels that had been placed on her.

The

psychiatric unit director of the hospital felt that Elizabeth was
the responsibility of the funding agency because "they changed
her diagnosis i.n the first

place~

11

It was their suggestion that

Elizabeth be taken to the funding agency and to "dump her on the
agency's doorsteps."

"They would

have~

to do something about her

then. 11
Assembly Lanterman's office was contacted.
was explained to one of the deputies.

The situation

At their intervention,

Elizabeth was placed on a 72 hour hold provision of the LantermanPetris-Short Act which states:
Persons with developmental disabilities have the same legal
rights and responsibilities guaranteed all other individuals
by the Federal Constitution and laws and the Constitution

and lmvs of the State of CaTifornia9

No otherwise qualified

person by reason of having a developmental disability shall
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be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of,
or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity,
which receives public funds (section 38002).
Elizabeth was admitted to Camarillo State Hospital, Unit 24 on a
72 hour hold.

The state lwspital social worker indicated

that,

at entry, Elizabeth was the "most outstanding regressed patient"
he had ever seen.

The unit social worker went on to say "she

was real bad, passive, wit:hdravm, wandering all over the place."
"We· just didn 1 t seem to have the a1m1n.mition necessary to reach the
target. ' 1

Elizabeth was then transferred to another unit where there

were both male and female

patients~

On the new unit, Elizabeth was unable to eat by herself.

She

was boisterous, cursing at everyone, screeching and was continually
taking off her clothing.

She had to be placed in restraints.

Her

bed was placed outside the nurses station for constant supervision.
The social \>lorker indicated that "they were at a loss for what to do. 11
They had assumed that Elizabeth was Halways a basket case" and
could not believe a description of her just a few weeks before the
need for hospitalization.

Reactions of the Hospital. Staff
The unit doctor felt that Elizabeth needed to be transferred
to a unit for the mentally retarded.
and supervision.

He felt she vras too vulnerable for ward therapy

and that she was too disruptive.
at Camarillo.

She needed constant care

There was no individual treatment

"She is upsetting to other patients, screams and

huddles in the corner in the halhray, cries and tries to take off
her clothes."
her into bed."

"She upsets everyone so they give her shots and strap
The doctor also indicate.d that professionally he

felt that Elizabeth's welfare was being jeopardized on that unit
but they couldn't move her to an MR

1~ard

because of funding.

A week later Elizabeth was placed on the medical unit.

The

unit nurse reported that "she had ·taken a nose-dive, that she
was totally psychotic, is drooling and is inaudible."

Elizabeth

had gone from 106 pounds to 80 pounds in two weeks.
Elizabeth was then transferred to an all female unit.

The

nursing staff said that "she was in bad shape, drooling, lying on
the floor, constantly plugging up the toilets, disrobing, inaudible,
and would not eat."

The new unit doctor felt that Elizabeth was

getting to much medication and cut her dosage in half.

He was

hoping for a change, but he was "not sure of what to look for."
On subsequent visits to this unit, the nurses were friendly
and relatively free with .information.

They allowed me to visit

with Elizabeth for as long as I wanted and often sought my aid
in getting her to eat.

We were allowed to visit in a small room

on the side pf the larger unit.
able to answer

On one visit, Elizabeth was

"yes" or "no" to most of the questions.

touch my face, then slap it.

She would

She w.ould put her fingertips on my

eyes and touch the top of my head slowly as if exploring an unknown.
Later in the evening when I was attempting to get Elizabeth to eat
she started asking questions about the workshop, she even made a
few jokes and laughed.

She became more spontaneous, was able to

-·-·-
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take a few bites on her m.:rn and then just as quickly, Elizabeth
seemed to have forgotten how to chew· and began babbling.

A

conversation with the nurse who brought in Elizabeth's food
indicated a general attitude towards the patients on the ward.
front of Elizabeth, the nurse asked me if she was "normal. 11

In

She

mentioned the funding agency as one being for the mentally retarded
and asked i f I knew anything about Elizabeth and i f she was still
with the "retards."
problem.

She also asked if Elizabeth had a speech

The nurse indicated that she .knew that Elizabeth could

understand her because she would do v1hat she was asked.

I said

because of that I didn't think it was appropriate to talk in front
of Elizabeth and I asked if we could talk later.

The nurse agreed,

but the conversation was never continued.
A 't·Jeek later, Elizabeth was more alert, and rosey cheeked.
She was wearing a dress, mveater and. shoes that were much too large.
A towel was around her neck and food was on her mouth.
was not as excessive, but was still evident.

Drooling

Elizabeth and I

were able to go out into the yard while we waited for the social
worker.

I quickly noticed that Elizabeth was parroting all of my

conversation and mimicking my behavior.

She imitated every move

that I made as if she did not know ho\'r to act. on her own.

The

social worker came out and began to ask me questions about Elizabeth
in front of her.

The socialworker asked questions about Elizabeth's

background> indicating that ''her abilities surprised him."

Her

previous behavior had baffled him and he had never seen such a
recovery in a weekend.!l

One day Elizabeth was incognizant, two

days later she was ready for a Reality Group."

"Before her

change, the feeling seemed to be that Elizabeth (as an MR) was
11

a hopeless case and should be on the MR unit."
diagnosis only, not on her behavior.

1/Je went on the

Now with Elizabeth's marked

change she is eonsidered more appropriate·for this unit."

It was

a relief to knmv- that Elizabeth was. making progress.

_Period of

R~~ov~

During subsequent visits to Camarillo Elizabeth's appearance
and behavior gradually improved.

She was able to wear her own

clothing, ehanging it at least three times a day.
conversation, but parroting was more usual.
slmver, less high pitched and relaxed.
she was heavily medicated.

She would initiate

Her speech beeame

At times it appeared that

In order to avoid

11

getting on the nerves 11

of other patients, the nurses gave her small cleaning jobs which
kept her busy.

Elizabeth was able to verbalize her own concern

at being so thin (84 pounds) being concerned that her own clothes
were too large for her.
After two months in Camarilo Elizabeth was allowed to go off
property with supervision.

Going out to dinner became a weekly

excursion for us and Elizabeth looked forward to the outings.
Elizabeth would be very loud and talkative, however in the restaurant
she was able to soften her voice and carry on quiet conversation.
She would remark that she wished that she didn't have to go back to
the hospital and on the way back to her unit she would stop to
tie her shoes at least twice each shoe.

}lesults of

~

Family Visit

Elizabeth was allowed to visit her family for the Thanksgiving
holiday.

She considered the visit to be a nice one.

Her sister

Stacey, however, indicated that the visit "was a total disaster. 11
"We had expected more improvement, no one got any sleep.

She was

constantly up and do-vm and did nothing but talk and attempted to
get attention.

It was like having a young child around the house,

constantly having to put things out of her way.

She must have

acted differently at the hospital than at home for them to allow
her to visit. 11

.Qgin~')me

Two weeks after Thanksgiving Elizabeth greeted me with "I
get out of here in a month and a half."

She talked enthusiastically

about getting out of the hospital for "some peace and quiet."

She

expressed concern over where she would live when she left the
hospital but stated very adamantly that she would not go back to
the Emile's.
return.
workshop.
agency.

I reassured Elizabeth that she would not have to

Elizabeth asked i f she would be able to go back to the
I mentioned the possibility of appealing to the funding
She did not respond to this suggestion but asked about

being able to volunteer at the works,hop instead.

She changed the

conversation to the fact that she would be able to spend Christmas
at home and hov1 much she was looking forward to going home for some
"peace and quiet."

It was not until I left Elizabeth at the door

of the unit that she asked "how do T go about appealing?"

- _1_--
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Elizabeth was steadily getting ready to leave the hospital.
She was beginning to make plans and set goals for herself for when
she got out of the hospital and was beginning to stand up for herself
in terms of where she wanted to live.
Elizabeth spent two weeks with her family at Christmas, and
returned

to the hospital looking healthier.

and r.osey.

She had gained ten pounds.

to the visit was that

11

it was okay."

that "things went really well.
She did noth:tng but eat.
During the time

Her cheeks were full

Hm.vever, her only response
Elizabeth's sister said

She was very quiet, back to normal.

She was so different from Thanksgiving. 11

home~

Elizabeth had seen her social worker

and arrangements were being made to find a place for her to live
when she left the hospital.

Elizabeth talked a lot about one place

in particular but when questioned about it further she would only
say "it doesn't matter where I live, I've moved so many times already."
Elizabeth was not willing to assert herself enough to come out and
say what she \•Janted to do.
A public quardian was appointed.

The guardian was the only

person who could approve of any changes or programming for Elizabeth.
She would be a ward of the Office of the Public Guardian for one
year, after which time she could appeal the guardianship.

Rele~~~

from the

Hospita~

Elizabeth left Cama.ri_llo five weeks after the hospital had
suggested that: she be released.
who took her home with them.

Elizabeth was released to her parents

The social worker had not made final

i ·-

·-+I

arrangements for placement because she felt that "it l;vas no longer
her decision) it's the responsibilit-y of the public guardian."

"If

the public guardian asks for assistance I'll help, but technically
I've dropped case."

Elizabeth was in the state hospital system for six months.
When she left the hospital she had to return to her parent's home
because home placement arrangements h<JJd not been made by any agency.
She remained at her parent's home for two months before programming
of any kind was made available to her.
Eli.zabeth entered the state hospital system as a result
of not having a place to live, not ha'Ving a place to work or to
receive proper training, and feeling that agencies who purported
to work for their clients had abandoned her..
hospital system under the same conditions.
difference this time.

She left the state
There vms only one

Her social security income had been cut off.

One month after Elizabeth had received the diagnosis of
"dull-normal cognitive ability" with no evidence of schizophrenia,
or any other psychotic disorder, she was in a psychiatric ward of
a state hospital where the social worker had felt that she was
always a "basket case."
necessary.

The use of restraints was constantly

Had an appropriate

dia~ostic

evaluation been administered

to Elizabeth, it is questionable as to whether or not these events
would have occurred.

The lack of appropriate treatment by service

agencies and the lack of a thorough differential diagnostic evaluation
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deprived Elizabeth from obtaining necessary services from agencies
who ,..-.ere purporting to serve the disabled population.
The lack of a thorough diagnostic evaluation in any of
Elizabethts case files, led to the questioning of three different
social v10rkers as to how she vms ever placed into two programs
distinctly funded for the mentally retarded population.

The

answers \<lere vague, but the social workers indicated that a formal
psychological evaluation Has not in the file at the time.

One social

worker indicated that she "just took it for granted that she \vas
retarded, since her case manager rec.ommended her for a workshop
for the merttally retarded."

Another social worker indicated, stating

that the information was clearly "off the record,"
psychiatrist made. the diagnosis.

that the

nNo formal psychological

evaluation \vas made, the diagnosis of mental retardation was for
social security reasons.u

"Sometimes you have to exaggerate the

handicap in order to get the benefits."

This statement by the

psychiatrist was also made during the time that an application
to the funding agency, serving only the mentally retarded, was
being processed.
Because of the lack of a thorough diagnostic evaluation ever
being administered in her lifetime, it is questionable as to
whether or not Elizabeth had ever received the appropriate treatment
from her parents, the school system, or from social service agencies.
Had Elizabeth been given the opportunity for a differential
diagnostic decision, her treatment by t.he important others in her
life would have been different.

Proper therapeutic management

ranging from drugs, physical methods of

treatment~

psychotherapy with

specifically organized education, counseling with parents, or
psychoanalysis could have been determined by a thorough differential
diagnostic decision.

THE CASE STUDY-SECTION III
INTERVIEW \.JITH ELIZABETH'S SISTER-STACEY BROWN
The following is an interview with Stacey Brown, Elizabeth's
oldest sister, who was acting as a liason between the family,
agencies, and the hospital.

The

meet~ng

took place in her home

after Elizabeth had been in Camarillo for six months and plans were
being made for her discharge.
The family resemblance could be recognized immediately.
Eli.zabeth and her
kind of face.

mother~

Like

Stacey is short and slight, with a perky

At 34, she was an attractive woman whose presence

was enhanced by a kind of vibrancy she exuded.

Her speech was quick

though not as quick as Elizabeth's, and her manner was bright and
vivacious.

Reflections on Elizabeth's Behavior and Life at Home
Linding into a previous comment made by Stacey, I asked her
what Elizabeth's "normal state" was in her mind.

Elizabeth's normal

behavior, Stacey felt, was being extremely quiet.

She felt that a

lot of it was an act, Elizabeth pretending that she couldn't do a
lot of things that she should be doing.

Stacey felt that she could

do far more than she was doing, and that Elizabeth's incompe-tence
was anact to get attention, noting that this was only her opinion.
Elizabeth had rheumatic fever when she was little.
that maybe that caused it.

She didntt really know.

always very quiet and very slow in school.

Stacey felt
Elizabeth was

She was always behind
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everybody else.

She never got any attention because everyone else

got the attention, they were louder and faster and quicker and there
were a lot of them.

And she just couldn't compete.

older than her and four younger.

There vJere three

The younger ones got the attention

and Elizabeth could not compete with that.

The older ones were

brighter and quicker than she was so she didn't get any attention
there.

Elizabeth was just totally ignored.

Stacey was sure she

minded but yet she was very quiet, she was always in the back,

she

never caused any problems whatsoever and nobody paid any attention
to her.

Stacey said that Elizabeth never caused any problems until

she got out of high school and went into a work training thing.
Stacey wasn't at home then and she had her own problems but she
was sent up to Oregon for something, Stacey didn't remember.

As

far as Stacey knew, the trip to Oregon was what triggered it and
Elizabeth just flipped out completely.

Other than the fact that

Elizabeth was extremely slow and introverted there was never a sign
that there was any problem.

"I don't think there was any sign that

she was going to go in the other direction," Stacey reiterated.

Families Impression of Elizabeth
Elizabeth's family did not put any kind of label on Elizabeth's
behavior, according to Stacey.
introverted individual.

She was just this quiet, slow,

Mrs. Brown, Stacey indicated, never asked

Elizabeth to do anything becuase "she was to damned slow to do it
and everyone else would do it before she could get it done. 11
Elizabeth never had to do anything because someone would do it before
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she did it.

If she was told to set the

table~

it would take her so

long to do it that dinner was on the table before the table vms set.
Mrs.

Brown never gave her any responsibilities, they never asked

anything of her and Stacey didn't know what the schools demanded of
her.

So she didn't have any responsibilities as far as Stacey could

think of.

It was just a complete turnaround after the Job Corps

thing according to Stacey.

Impressions
There never seemed to be any question of Elizabeth's "slowness"
in the family, it just seemed to be accepted.

Had an appropriate

diagnostic evaluation been done, perhaps the family would have
understood her limitations and sought an appropriate program for her.
Progranuning might have been more appropriate at that time, as the
family did not seem to have the patience to work with Elizabeth
themselves.

Relationships With

Siblin~

Despite her placement in the middle of the family, with four
younger siblings, Elizabeth never had responsibility for any kind of
caretaking.

Looking after the little ones was a task that had fallen

onto Stacey's shoulders, though she had not been involved in doing
much looking after Elizabeth despite the fact that she was six years
older.

Mrs. Brmm, she explained, did not start working until Bobby,

the youngest, was in kindergarten.

Elizabeth was in junior high school.

Her unbringing had thus been the sole responsibility of her mother.
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Reflections on Elizabeth's Social Life
Stacey had no idea what Elizabetn•s life was like outside the
family.

For the most part, she noted, when Elizabeth was old enough

to have her own social life, Stacey had already left the house. Stacey
supposed that Elizabeth had friends, but she really wasn't sure
whether this very introverted person. inside the house was equally
introverted outside the house.
different elementary school.

Elizabeth, she noted, had gone to a
Above and beyond that, when she had

been in elementary school, Stacey had already gone into junior high.
Elizabeth had been diagnosed as "sll);if or whatever," she said, and
had been to a special school.
was like in the classroom.

She had no idea w·hat her behavior

Somehow or other, Stacey said, Elizabeth

had gotten through regular classes in junior high and high school.
"Don't ask me. how," was the start of her next comment, but she
interrupted herself to quip that they just promote them right along.
According to Stacey, no label was placed on Elizabeth other than
slow. ·The family simply accepted that fact and that was that.

There

was no reason for them to question it.
Elizabeth did get involved in church, however, while she
was in junior high and high school.
for her for awhile.

That was quite a social thing

Elizabeth was pretty much the only one in the

family who was so involved.

nBut yes, she was really the only one

other than Jim that ever really enjoyed. going to sunday school,
church, church activities, whatever, cause the rest of us never did. 11
It was quite a social thing for her for a while there.
Stacey felt that all the siblings were entirely different from
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each other.

But she really thought tl1at Elizabeth's problem was

that she was just, as a

child~

totally neglected.

but just emotionally totally neglected.

Not physically

Nobody asked her opinion,

on one ever asked her to do anything or, Stacey would imagine no
one ever played with her, even in the family.
had friends, but she really didn't remember.

Stacey was sure she
She was totally

neglected.

Reflections on Parent's Attitude Towards Elizabeth
"My mother feels guilty."

She felt it was her fault that

there was something wrong with Elizabeth Stacey thought.

The mother

felt there was nothing wrong with Elizabeth so she tried to push
her through.

She felt that Elizabeth was just quiet and "she would

stay out of the way."

Financial and Social Background
The Brown's were not very secure during the growing years
according to Stacey.

While there was never a problem with getting

food on the table, money was a concern, complicated by the fact that
there were so many children.

Stacey said emphatically, "they

couldn't afford them, I don't know why on earth they had so many
children."

She didn't know what they were trying to prove, because

they really couldn't afford them to begin with.

Their mother didn't

work until the last one was in kindergarten, but that helped.
Brown was an alcoholic.

Mr.

He never held a full time job permanent.

But, as Stacey said, they were never hungry •.
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Stacey had been born in Arkansas, Jim in Californai, but the
family moved back and Leroy and Elizabeth were born in Arkansas as
well.

When Stacey was ten, the family returned to California.

Mr.

Brown, back in Arkansas, had been reactivated for the Korean War,
Stacey thought, but was not taken because he had so many dependents.
In the meantime, he had lost his job and this, apparently, was
the reason for the return to California.

In California, he worked

at several things, never working at anything that Stacey would call
a career.
Hhen they first arrived in Los Angeles, the Brmvn' s lived in
what Stacey supposed was considered Pasadena, right near her aunt
and uncle.

Shortly afterwards they moved to the Valley and had

always lived there.

There hadn't been that much moving around,

Stacey noted that she could only recall switching schools once.

There

were four houses that she could remember, so in her mind they were
not very transient.

Mrs. Brown, Stacey felt, was very emphatic about

owning a house-and staying there.

The houses were always comfortable

but nothing could have been found big enough for all of those
children.

Three kids would share a room together.

Stacey figured

that she must have shared a room with Elizabeth.but didn't remember.
Elizabeth and she, she noted very frankly, were never very close.

The Job Corps
Not being at horne, Stacey had very little understanding of
how Elizabeth got into the Job Corps.

All she knew was that suddenly

she was out of high school, in the Job Corps, and going to Oregon.

- l
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Stacey seemed to recall that she was there for three days or
so and suddenly they were sending her back with a nurse because
she had had a breakdown.

Stacey couldn't remember seeing her after

but figured that she must have.

They didn't see much of each other

in those days, and really never have, getting together only if
Stacey went to her motner's or during family get togethers.

On Elizabeth's Marriage
Stacey met Frank but. she could hardly say she

kne~;.;r

him. Abashed

she could hardly muster up a memory of an impression of him.

She

didn't even think she would recognize him on the street if she ran
into him •.

Obviously, she felt, he had problems.

While he seemed

like a nice guy, it was apparent to her that he did have problems.
His parents seemed like fine people as well and she was sure they
wanted the best for Frank.
Asked what her parent's reaction had been, Stacey indicated
that they thought it was "awful."

nAbsolutely awful."

She supposed

that there was pressure on Elizabeth to end the relationship, but
wasn't really sure.

But of course, nanything that mother said,

Elizabeth would do the opposite, even if she knew it was right."
This dictum was connected to Stacey's feeling that Elizabeth was
more capable than she appeared to be.

A lot of things that Elizabeth

did, Stacey stated, she did for "pure aggravation," repeating
that she really did think that this was the case.

Asked for an

instance, Stacey couldn't give specific examples but noted that
Elizabeth could be quite argumentative, contradicting anything her

mother said.

If Mrs,, Brown said it was sunny outside, Elizabeth

would insist it was cloudy.

Stacey felt that Elizabeth really

resented their mother deep down.

Therefore, no matter what Mrs. Brown

said, it wa3nit going to sit right with Elizabeth even if she
knew it was right.

Mrs. Brown sensed that, Stacey felt, and had even

ver·balized it.

Relat:!-_?_nsh~E

wi:..th _!_~ther

Asked wh<:<t Elizabeth's relationship with her father had been
likes Stacey's ans\ver was "zero."

That was the case with many of

the kids in the family, even most of the kids, but Stacey felt
it was more true of Elizabeth.

Leroy and Carol were really the

only two that got along with him.
him or totally ignored him.
shape, or form.

The rest of them just tolerated

"He was never supportive, in any way,

He was an alcoholic.

got no support from him whatsoever.

When we were grO\ving up, you
I mean, zero!

So most of us

just tuned him out entirely, tolerated him or whatever."

When

Mr. Brown drank he would often get verbally abusive, though never
physically abusive.

Stacey wasn't sure if Elizabeth bore more of

the brunt of this than anyone else.

'For the most part she was ignored

in all other areas and Stacey assumed that she might have received
less of the abuse than the others.

In a sense, Stacey felt that it

would have been better if Elizabetl1 had been abused by her father,
at least she would have been getting attention from someone.
She was just totally ignored.
How Mrs. BrO\m had been able to hold the family together
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given the circumstances was beyond Stacey's understanding.

She did

not believe in divorce, Stacey noted, and her mother always took
great pride in how well behaved her kids \vere, how well dressed they
were and things like that.

Their mother always took great pride

when people would say, "my God! I don't knmv how you do it."

Stacey,

though, had no idea how they managed financially given the sporadic
nature of her father's working record.

She henestly didn't know

how her mother had coped.

!!!~tory_ of

Menti.:l Il.lness in the Family

Asked l10tv her father was now, Stacey started with her most
frequent reply, "I don't know."
be hereditary.

Stacey felt this really could

She didn'·t know her grandparents, but she could

Eli.zabeth be:l.ng just like her Aunt Tess.
at least.

She was in her sixties

Ever since Stacey could remember her, she's "been old

but something 1 s been wrong with her."

Aunt Tess was Mrs. Brown's

sister who was pushed to the background, totally ignored.

"She

Hasn't quite all here, never got married, she was a basket case!
But not bad, not irrational. 11

That was the only incidence of such

cases in the family that Stacey knew of.
had told

The brother, however,

her that there "were more 11 because he had done research

on the family.

But Stacey had never known of any of this.

Imp:ress~'?n

A complete genetic workup or complete family history as part
of the differential diagnostic evaluation would have provided some

--'--·-
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insight for the family in terms of thi! question of Elizabeth's
"problem" being hereditary.

Family's Reaction To Elizabeth
Asked if she would call her froThily a close one, Stacey didn!t
hesitate in saying "no."

Her family was not one, she didn't

think, that came together in times of crisis.

Stacey even doubted

that all of the siblings knew of Elizabeth's current situation.
Certainly, she and her mother had been the only ones involved at all.
Stapey honestly felt that her one brother moved to Seattle just to
get away from the problems of her father and Elizabeth.

Stacey

felt that Leroy thought that Elizabeth was a ubasket case."
of them just couldn't cope with her.

The rest

So when there was a crisis

Stacey was always called because she felt that she was the most
responsive.

Asked if she had a close. relationship with her mother,

Stacey gave an iffy "yeah" and followed i.t with a "so so."

Vie~.,

of Previous Hospitalizations
Stacey really couldn't provide. much information on Elizabeth's

stay the hospitals.

She knevJ little about the e\•ents that triggered

an episode and didn't see Elizabeth v•hile she was in the hospital.
But it seemed to her that most of EUzabethrs problems had been
centered around men.

She didn't know why, but she figured it had

something to do with the "father image."

Stacey also felt that the

mother should have been blamed for the whole thing and felt that
in a way she could have done things differently.

Stacey thought

__ _1__
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Elizabeth's whole problem centered around the fact that the father
was an alcoholic and that Elizabeth so totally resented it and so
totally resented her mother for putting up with it for all those years.
Stacey was sure that was probably ninety-nine percent of it right
there.

Stacey felt that granted, Elizabeth may have some sort of

brain damage, or at least she was slo..r.

But she did think that a

lot of the problem was the fact that their father was an alcoholic.
And Elizabeth jus·t couldn't cope with it..

The rest of the kids ignored

it, did their own thing and tried to stay out of the way.

And

Elizabeth just couldn't ignore it.
Stacey was asked hm·J she had found out about the last
experience that Elizabeth had had.
that

It was from her understanding

Elizabeth was having all sorts of problems with Mrs. Emile.

It appeared to her, though she had never met any of the people
Elizabeth had lived with, that when Elizabeth got dissatisfied
she started to see all kinds of problems.

Stacey. felt they

probably were real problems, but that they got magnified.

For

example, Stacey mentioned that Elizabeth had told her that Mr.
Emile was an alcoholic.

Stacey felt that even if he were not an

alcoholic, even if he drank a little, that in Elizabeth's mind, he
was an

alcoholic~

out and out,. because she could not cope with that.

Stacey really didn't know· what the story was over there, but she
also mentioned that Mr. Emile had made passes at Elizabeth.
this was true or not, Stacey didn't know.

Whether

She felt that it could

have been true or that it could have been a fatherly type thing.
fact that he h;-.1d been drinking may have magnified everything.

The

Stacey really could imagine that there was a basis for some of
Elizabeth's complaints and, possibly they were magnified.

Stacey

went on to say that things got so out of proportion over there, or
maybe they were

real~

the the social worker had to do something.

The social worker was trying to find another place for Elizabeth
to go.
l\l'i.l.S

She wasn't able to find a place quick enough.

Elizabeth

just about ready to explode and it was Stacey's understanding

that her ex-husband was called and asked if Elizabeth could
stay w-ith them for a couple of days.

No one told Stacey until

the next clay when her husband called

and told her that she '\vas

there.

Two days later he called agai·n and told her that they had

been up all night long with Elizabeth.

At two in the morning they

were awakened by the neighbor pounding on the door.

Elizabeth

had gone out and was trying to get in their house, and the neighbors
had brought her back.

From then on, they got no sleep whatsoever

because Elizabeth was just absolutely hysterical.
was convinced that she was going to die.

Elizabeth

She wouldn't drink from

a glass because the glass would break in her hands and she '\-JOuld
bleed to death.

She wouldn't use a pencil because the lead would

break and puncture the skin and she would
and die.

They had no sleep whatsoever.

get. lead poisoning
They could nothing with her.

Then she went to Camarillo.

Impression~_of

Elizabeth at Camarillo

Stacey noted that they had seen Elizabeth the week or the
second weekend after she had been put there and that she was "just

l_

unbelievable. 11

"At that time she was just unbelievable.

could hardly understand a word she was saying.
skin and bones.

She was drooling.

\ve

She was absolutely

She repeated every word you

said, right after you said something she'd be repeating it."

Stacey

had never seen Elizabeth so bad before. , To Stacey, it seemed
that the attacks were "triggered by something she couldn't cope
with.

Undoubtedly in this case Stacey felt it was the fact that

the social worker told her the funds were going to be cut and
that she couldn't go to the workshop.
other things had triggered it.

at tacks

Stacey thought that and

But it seemed to her that the

got -vmrse every time.

Stacey hadn't seen Elizabeth again until Thanksgiving when
they drove up there to pick her up.

There was an improvement

thE;n, but Staeey that things '-7ere still pretty bad.

But thP-n

at Christmas, Stacey indicated, she was back to her normal self.

lmpressions on Home Visits

Durin~osp~talizat~on

Stacey's description of Thanksgiving was much of the same.
They were afraid to leave her her because they were afraid she
"muld walk out of the door.

They put her in the extra bedroom

on the floor where her mother was sleeping.

Apparently Elizabeth

wasup three or four times during the night.

It got to the point

where the family said "no way" and she was taken back to Camarillo
the next day.

"Elizabeth was just like a young child.

She was

into the cupboards, things had to be kept out of her reach, she
monopolized conversation w·ith talk of her surgery, of this, of that."

Stacey admitted that the fact that she had this image of Elizabeth
being quiet and docile at family gatherings did not help her
accept a louder and more assertive Elizabeth.

But still, there

,.,ere many people there, friends and family., and no one was able to
be comfortable.

Stacey didn't feel that Elizabeth was unhappy

about being taken to the hospital earlier than planned.
Elizabeth knov.m w-hat's best for her.

"I think

And I think she felt it

was best."

J~mp"£~~~ions

of the Ho9pital Unit

Stacey was on Unit 24 and seemed to believe that this was where
Elizabeth had been the last time she was up there.
think of it?

What did she

"There's a bunch of crazies up there! Really! I mean

really people that are really bad off!n

She couldn't say whether

she felt that the hsopital had been instrumental in helping her get
\vell, she wasn't sure.

Stacey felt that Elizabeth knows when she

gets to a point where she's so pressured that she's going to go off
the deep

end~

she knows she has to have help.

Stacey thought she

knows she has to be restrained or locked up or whatever it is.

And

then as soon as Elizabeth starts to get better again, of course,
she's bored to tears and whatever.

Stacey thought that when she's got

so bad she knows that she's got to have help.
asking for help.

Or maybe she was

Stacey really didn't think Elizabeth minded

being "locked up."

~ey'

s

Feeli~s

of Respon.sibility Tmaards Elizabeth

- l
\.IJ

It was at that point that I asked a very important question,
and I asked it quite plainly.

What did Stacey see as being her

responsibility to Elizabeth?

Stacey's answer was immediate and

characteristic.

She didntt know.

There was no doubt that it was

one that she had thought about, but she really didn't know.

I

pushed her to try to verbalize and after a pause, Stacey said,
nwell, obviously Elizabeth needs help of some kind.

If there were

anything I could do, I would think that I would need to do it.
But I don't know what to do."

f.fy next question was tougher, and

it was prefaced by saying that it was tough and said that no
·judgements were being made.
Stacey sighed.

How much did she want to get involved?

Then, "if you're asking me, can Elizabeth come

and live with me,

there's no way. I couldn't cope with her."

Stacey had thought about it.
thing that her mother did.
would ask Elizabeth to do

She supposed she -.;vould do the same
Stacey couldn't be bothered.

something~

Stacey

but she would much rather do it

herself than watch Elizabeth "fool around and fumble around and
finally get it done."

"Jvfaybe she 1 s much more capable than any of us

give her credit for and we tend to think that too."But then she
tended to keep on going off the deep end so Stacey really didn't know
i f Elizabeth was really capable of ever taking care of herself.

Stacey felt that if it was a hereditary thing, Elizabeth would never
be able to take care of herself.

Whe·ther it was just an emotional

problem, which Stacey had thought about, or that she was so totally
rejected as a child or ignored or maybe it was just a serious
emotional problem.

Stacey thought that was why Elizabeth turned

to anyone that gave her attention.
attention.

Elizabeth just craved that

Maybe it was just the lack of attention from parents

and brothers and sisters and whatever.

And maybe if she was in a

situation where she could be recognized for what she does, Stacey
kept thinking that maybe she was normal.
maybe she really wasn't.

But then Stacey thought

Maybe it was a hereditary thing or a brain

damage problem and maybe she really wasn't capable.

And Stacey didn't

know if there was any doctor that would tell them "yes, she is brain
damaged or whatever it is and she will never get better" or "no,
it's just a serious emotional

proble~m,

that if she had had the

proper love and attention she would have been a normal human being.
Does anybody knm:v that?"
in. Stacey's voice.

By this time, there was a sound of pleading

"That's it!". she cried, when she was told she

eould get a doctor to tell her one thing and another one to tell
her

something else.
Stacey was sure that this question was mulling around in her

mother's m:i.nd as well. "I mean, I'm sure nobody knows whether
Elizabeth is really brain damaged and cannot take care of herself
or: whether this is really a big act and she really could, you know,
snap out of it and act like a normal human being."
Stacey felt that her mother felt very guilty about Elizabeth.
''Mother felt that it was her fault that Elizabeth had these problems.
She was also embarrassed because she felt it was some sort of defect
on her part that Elizabeth turned out this way."

Stacey felt that

her mother was ashamed to take Elizabeth places because she felt
that it some sort of flaw on her part that Elizabeth was "like this."

Stacey felt her mother felt guilty because she wasn't taking care
of

Elizabeth~

because Elizabeth had to go to Camarillo and she had

to go to these homes or whatever and that she should be taking
care of Elizabeth at home.

Stacey felt that her mother worried

about Elizabeth, she worried if she was eating properly, if she
got the proper attention, and if she were home with her she would
be eating properly.

It was a real problem Stacey felt, but she

just didn't know what the answer was.

Stacey's

R~_fl.ection's

on Elizabeth 1 s Future

Where did Stacey see Elizabeth going?

In her opinion, and

she hoped that she was wrong, Stacey didn't ever see her holding
a job, and supporting herself.

"If she lived in an apartment

·wher·e she had to support herself, she would starve to death!"
Stacey

couldn~t

see her, for example, going to the laundromat and

doing her laundry, and things like that.

She didn't know if she

was normal, or subnormal, and just couldn't do these things
because everyone wlse was willing to do them for her, that being
a form of attention.

"It would probably be easier if we knew

that this w-as Elizabeth's limit, s1Ie cannot do anything better and
that's that.''

If they knew for certain that Elizabeth was

going to have to be taken care of they possibly would have her
institutionalized.

One brother felt that Elizabeth was not capable

and that she would be much happier with someone taking care of her
and he felt t:hat if she were in an institution she would be taken
care of.

If Elizabeth was partially retarded, i f she couldn't

6b

do any better, if this was it, then she would have to be taken care
of.

Stacey felt that it would be easier than not knowing, than

trying to throw her out on her own to get her educated enough
to. take care of herself and then find out she couldn't do it.
Stacey felt that if this had happened twenty-five years
ago Elizabeth would have been in an institution, had their mother
allowed it.
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I think everyone had resigned themselves, since

Elizabeth has gotten supposedly so much worse.

I mean these attacks

keep coming, if they are attacks, or whatever they are, and each
time they get worse.

And I think everyone has practically resigned

themselves to the fact that Elizabeth is going to have to be
institutionalized.

I really don

Stacey didn't ever feel that she would be able to cope with
Elizabeth's problems.
entire family

And she felt that she was speaking for her

when she commented, nwell really! You knov1, we've

all got our o1vn problems and that's really the thing.

Nobody's

really had time or been willing to cope with Elizabeth's problems."

!'fY

ImJ2!~Ss~

I .left Stacey's feeling many things.
was struck with the belief that Stacey

First of all, I

felt that the system worked.

She felt that the social worker was doing the best that she
possibly could despite the clear indications that she wasn't.

She

seemed to have excused the social worker, "workers have caseloads
·that are too high, workers were frustrated by the system."

She

wasn't prepared for the implications of the system not working, it

67

seemed, that being that the family was left with the responsibility.
But my overwhelming feeling, a bit of a sinking feeling,
was that I had pushed to hard.

My questions on responsibility,

awakened in Stacey feelings that it might not have been fair for
me to cn.;raken.

My attempt was to be impartial, but it seemed that

Stacey got the impression that I believed she wasn't doing what
she was supposed to be doing.

Stacey:~>

by the end of the hour

and a half, seemed more motivated by guild, a guilt made more
sharp by the fact that it was clear that I was seeing through it.
Moreover, it became necessary to be aware of the reactivity
involved in my seeing Stacey.

Phone calls that she made,

decisions that she made, things that she tried to do, thoughts
that she might not have articulated.herself are all or might all
come into play.

All of them or any of them could have conceivably

changed the situation quite drastically for Elizabeth.
The family had so many questions concerning Elizabeth's
"problems~

"

A complete differential diagnostic evaluation

would have answered these questions for Stacey and the family
in terms of what to expect from her and of how to help her in
a positive way.

The unawareness of the availability of such

services is interesting in terms of Elizabeth's being registered
in at least four agencies by that time.

It was difficult to tell

whether the family had ever been brought up to date on current
testing procedures by the various caseworkers involved.

It is

obvious that the suggestion of a complete diagnositic evaluation
had never been presented to the famiJy by any involved agency

bd

or hospital.

It is not quite so obvious that the family would

have acted on the information presented to them.

THE CASE STUDY·-SECTION IV
INTERVIEW WITH MRS. BROWN-ELIZABETH'S MOTHER

The following is an interview with Mrs. Brown, Elizabeth's
mother, who is a slight, slim woman with big eyes and an evermoving
mouth that forever smiled, a woman whom Elizabeth clearly resembled.
This interview took place after Elizabeth had been admitted to
Camarillo and after Mrs. Brown had gone to the hospital to visit
her.

The conversation is presented in Mrs. Brown's rambling style

to give the reader an idea of the home life that may have been
as frantically paced.
Mrs. Brmrn started right in without any questions from me to
get her going.

"When we had her down here, we went up to Los Angeles

on, what, it was the latter part of July.

And we bought a car,

we didn't have transportation so we got this car and then when
we came home -..:ve came by the Emile's.
had gone to take the dogs

for a walk.

We called first and Elizabeth
And so we told Mr. Emile

we were coming by and we wanted to bring her down so she could
get away.
long time.

And that was the best I had seen Elizabeth in a long,
But she always does this just before she gets bad again.

Has her really good, real, real calm, relaxed, you know.
here she was real quiet.

Down

Usually when she gets these really nervous

spells she's really, you know how she talks and how she does.
But she was so relaxed I really thought she was so good and I
kept on telling the family that I was really pleased cause Elizabeth

is doing so well, and the next I heard ..•• I'd write to her and
Elizabeth would write to me and she'd mention you in her letters
Mary·..Ann' s doing this and Mary-Ann's doing that.
with Mary-Ann on a research project.

I'm working

This meant alot to Elizabeth.

This meant alot to her and I was really pleased because Elizabeth
needs friends.

As much, and I mean really good friends.

that will help her.

People

She needs help and she knmvs she does but

she doesn't want to admit it.
of Elizabeth's problems.

Who does? You know.

I can see alot

I don't know what's brought it on.

I can

see a lot of things that I think will help Elizabeth but how?
That's the thing to me, is how to do it, see.

And I feel bad

that we're so far away that I can't help her really.
that I'm trying to get away from going to see her.
that.

That's such a really long drive.

But it isn't
I don't mean

And we can't afford to go

and stay in a motel 'cause I'm the only one working.

I do have

a little from the school but I don't hardly know how to take time off.
If I could help Elizabeth I would take a week.

sick leave."
of Mrs.

(This gives a taste for the flow and copiousness

Brown~s

Mrs.

You know, I'd take

Bro~~

speech.)
works as a cook for the Mecca school district,

cooking for the five hundred children that attend the schools.
Being the mother of a family of eight, she quipped that she
was used to cooking in large quantities.

But getting back to

Elizabeth with no help from me, Mrs. Brown indicated that
she'd like to see Elizabeth \vell.

She had no real hope that

Elizabeth would return completely to normal in the sense that

I-'-

she didn't believe

Elizabeth would ever get to a point where

these attacks did not. recur.

But sib-e. did hope that Elizabeth would

get to the point where any attacks would not be as bad as this last
one.

This one, for sure, was the worst that Elizabeth had ever

had.

Mrs. Brown mentioned that Elizabeth had been in Camarillo

once before for a short while a:nd had been in Olive View for what
she thought "tvas a few nights.

Impressions on The Board and Care Home
Mrs. Brown

jumped~

as proved to be her style, to the question

of the Emile house, noting that Elizabeth had seemed to be happy
there in the beginning.

But then things started happening.

she didn't know, but she would have liked to kno"r.

What

Elizabeth

had always resented her father's drinking, her mother realized.

Most

of the children did, but most of them could more or less ignore
it and just go on with it.

Elizabeth was the type that couldn't

and Mrs. Bro\<.111 thought that Mr

N

Emile was pretty heavy on the bottle

and that it didn't help things much.

That brought back memories

for Elizabeth, Hrs. Brown thought and she was sure he didn't use
the best language v1hen he drank. Mrs. Brown noted that Elizabeth
never did much talking about Mr. and Mrs. Emile.

It was her

feeling, however, that Eli.zabet.h had like N:r. Emile better then
she had liked the Mrs.

The change seemed to come about when Mr.

Emile started drinking and when he started to get a little fresh.
Mrs. Brown had been afraid that that might have been going on.
She had wanted to ask but didn't want to embarass anyone.

She

lit.

was sure that Elizabeth \-JOuld tell me more than she would tell her,
almost begging me to agree with the fact that it's easier to
talk to friends about certain things than it is to talk to parents.
She w·orried about Mr. Emile following Elizabeth into her room after·
she would close the door on him and when I related that Elizabeth
had had such problems once, she wondered how such people were able
to keep a license.

The social worker knew of them, but was also

aware of the lack of spaces in the Valley.

Better that there

should be no spaces than to have a situation like that, Mrs.
Brown felt.

Elizabeth was her daughter and if she

\-laS

going to be

in a board and care home, at least she should have the best that
there is.

The social worker, however, was not going to close a

home and lose four places.
Mrs. Brown talked quite tough, noting that she was tempted to
confront the social worker with her knowledge.
want to see her daughter mistreated.

She didn't

Mrs. Brown recalled that

it was last Christmas that she had first gotten the feeling that
something was wrong.

While Mrs. Emile had been quite nice, Mr.

Emile was apparently crocked, running around and kissing and
hugging everyone despite the fact that they were total strangers
and were only stopping by to pick up Elizabeth.

Mrs. Brown didn't

mind admitting that she found him to be totally obnoxious and
that she had little tolerance for people who indulged, she had
seen too much of that in her life.

But she was tempted to write

to someone and urge that they get to the bottom of that, because
she didn't think it was fair •. If you were going to do a job, her

I..J

philosophy said, do it right.
a good provider.

The prohl.em was that Mr. Emile was

Problems came in where Mrs. Emile was not able to

understand Elizabeth's wants and needs, and where Mr. Emile
entered the picture.

(It must be noted that there were no attempts

made by the family to file a complai.li1t either verbally or in
writing.)
Mrs. Brmm was assured that if Elizabeth said that things were
happening in the Emile house that tbey were sure to be true.
vms not a liar.

She

Hrs. Brown also in<§icated the lengths Elizabeth

would go to to avoid speaking negati-wely about a person.

Mrs.

Brown. figured that Elizabeth was afraid to confront the situation
and that ultimately she just moved
way of handling it.

as that being the only

0ut

(Was Elizabeth's b1reakdown a means of getting

out of the house?)
Elizabeth had discussed Mr. Emile's drinking for the first
time in July and only at the urging 0£ Mrs. Brown who noted that
she could tell he had been drinking.

Elizabeth \ATas reluctant to

talk about :i.t but Mrs. Brown wanted t0 know what was going on.

She

seemed to have to apologize to me fo.l! trying t.o get that information,
afraid that she would be called some kind of Puritan.

If you were

going to hurt someone, it was certainly time that you stopped
drinking, she believed.
Mrs. Brown said that it was Elizabeth's tendency not to
confront matters.

She noted that things bottled up in Elizabeth

and that it was such pres-sure that led to her bouts.
careful to say that she wasn't

puttin~

She was

the entire blame on the

Emile's but she certainly believed that they had played a role.
Nrs. Brown mentioned in the course of her rambling that
Elizabeth had a tendency to do :something that she should not do.
She "\vould take herself off of her medication.

When it was noted

that this had been the case before, Mrs. Brown offered that that
was why she had gotten so bad.

Elizabeth, she felt, had to be

on her medication, had to be on some sort of tranquilizer.

The

stress Elizabeth was under, Nrs. Brown: agreed, was most important.
Elizabeth, she felt, just couldn't handle it.

And why couldn't the

social worker see that Elizabeth was under more stress than she
could handle, Mrs. Brown wanted t:o know.
that and do something about it.

Why couldn't she see

Or why couldn't the Emile's.

(Or why couldn't the family?)
The Emilevs had called her at work, she said, very concerned
about Elizabeth's condition.

I noted that the Emile's were very

fond of Elizabeth and Mrs. Brown. hurried to try to excuse their
behavior, noting that they no doubt ha.d their hands full.
did know that Elizabeth was a big help to them.

She

The only thing,

she noted, was that Elizabeth resented drinking tremendously.
While she knew from experience that no one could make a person
stop drinking unless they were ready, she felt that there should
have been an awareness of this.

At any rate, she was sure that the

Emile's had their good points and she wasn't. blaming them
entirely for this "bad spell."
played their part in it.

But she was sure that they had

And sl1e qas quite upset with the social

worker, holding her responsible for not having been able to see

what was going on.

If she ever saw the social worker, she noted

emphatically, she was. going to come right out and tell her.
she didn't like it, that was too bad.

If

She harkened back to the

social worker's not having been accommodating to her.

If she

could budge completely, she figured, it would have hurt the social
worker to budge a little bit.
Mrs. Brovm \vondered how the Emile 1 s reacted to Elizabeth 1 s
having left.

Mrs. Brown had gotten the clear impression that

they didn't want Elizabeth dating.

She felt that was wrong,

and also felt that it was wrong to restrict Elizabeth's use of
the phone.

Further, when she would call Elizabeth would invariably

have to report to Mrs. Emile who she was talking to and often there
would be yelling.

Mrs. Brown didn't know why.

Hrs. Brown mentioned in this context that Elizabeth had
trouble \vith the phone at the other board and care home as well.
The operator had apparently blamed her for making phone calls
that Hrs. Brown was sure she hadn't made.

Rushing on, Mrs.

Brown indicated that the. night before Elizabeth went into the
hospital, the board and care operator had gone away.
left the home in charge of one of the residents.

But she had

Mrs. Brown

had told the operator's daughter that they could lose their license
over an action like that.

Furthermore, Mrs. Brown had told

the daughter that she was going to report them.

She hadn't, but

they didn't know that she wasn't going to, she said •. She had them
quite upset but then, Mrs. Brown was very upset because it hadn't
been right.

/0

I~£fessions

of the Social WorkeE-

Mrs. Brown started to say that she was going to, but stopped
because she realized that she didn't knm..r what to do.

Normally,

the one to turn to in a problem like this would be Elizabeth's
social worker.

"But she's not the best one in the world to handle

Elizabeth's situation," Mrs. Brown volunteered. "Although I have
never met the woman, I've only spoken to her on the telephone,
I've never gotten the impression that she really understood Elizabeth.
I don' t see how she could help her." -

She felt that if it would

help Elizabeth, she would have called the social worker.

But after

seeing Elizabeth that weekend, she didn't see where talking would
do anything.

Early in the relationship ·with the social worker

communication was lacking.

There were no attempts to relieve

the situation and no formal complaints were made by the family.

Goals for Elizabeth
Mrs. Brovn.1 mentioned that she wished that Elizabeth could
have gotten into the work training program, though she referred
to it as a board and care.
was explained.

At that, Elizabeth's change of status

She had not been aware of this before, except

for what she was told over the phone earlier.

Mrs. Brown worried

that the implication of this would be that Eliz8.beth was supposed
to find a regular job.

It was explained to her that Elizabeth

should become involved in an independent living program during
the day, but that she was going to have to find a place to live.
11

Well now, that part worries

me~"

Mrs. Brown said, "because I don't

; I

think Elizabeth's capable of keeping up an apartment by herself."
"She's slow in different things.
a lot of ways.

Now Elizabeth's not retarded in

She finished high school on the basics, nothing

outstanding of course. 11

But Mrs. Brown. didn't think Elizabeth

was capable of trying to actually manage an apartment.
her money.

She managed

She knew the value of a dollar. She knew when she

went in to help with the groceries, she would look for things
that were more economical.

But as for really trying to do the

things, such as trying to cook, Mrs. Brown did not feel that
Elizabeth was capable.

Mrs. :Brown berated herself for not having

taken more time to instruct Elizabeth.

ltith so many, it was always

easier for her to just do i t herself.
(A complete differential diagnost:f.c evaluation would have
made it clear to the family what Elizabeth's definite needs ana
potentials were.

Adequate high school training may have supplied

Elizabeth with the basic skills she did not learn in the home.
The point of work training would have been to bone up on all of
these skills.)

Mrs. Brown wondered if the independent

program had really been explained to Elizabeth.

living

Elizabeth, she felt

probably felt that she was just being cut off, she got confused
sometimes.

It was explained that Elizabeth did understand that

there would be alternate

programming but that she had been upset

and transient to boot.

Mother's Harries for Elizabeth
Mrs. Brown. worried about a lot of things and very much in the

in the way that Elizabeth moved

along~.getting

here and there, she did the same.

off on tangents, darting

She worried about what was really

going on at the Emile house to so distress Elizabeth.

She worried

about Elizabeth's reaction to the fact that they were selling the
desert. home in order to move up to Paso Robles near the family.
Elizabeth had always been distressed when people moved out of the area,
Jim's recent move to Washington had taken its toll on her.

The family

was a close one, Mrs. Brown insisted, always coming together in a
crisis.

But they were far flung and Elizabeth always feared that

when one moved away she would lose contact with them.

But Mrs.

Brown was afraid that Elizabeth would think that the move to Paso
Robles would signal the fact that her parents were moving away from her
also, despite the fact that it was no further from Los Angeles.

She

figured she \•70uld wait until they had moved, a move which she herself
wasn't really too keen on and then have Elizabeth

up there for

awhile so that she would realize the bond \vas still there.

Elizabeth,

she felt, couldn't handle changes that well.
The possibility that Elizabeth would benefit from the stability
that a sheltered workshop offered when she returned from the hospital,
just so she could get her feet on the ground again.

Mrs. Brown felt

this sincerely and she was told about the possibHity of an appeal.
(The family did not go through

the

appeal process which would have

demanded a thorough diagnostic evaluation to discern Elizabeth's
needs and potential and would have helped the family and the therapists
involved have a clearer understanding of the nature of Elizabeth's
disability.)

Hrs. Brown talked about how much Elizabeth loved the workshop,
how she talked. incessantly about her counselors.

It struck Mrs. Brovm

ar> being strang£: how Elizabeth so rarely spoke of her social worker.
Elizabeth wouhi never say she didn't like someone, Mrs. Brown
felt, but she c.ould tell.

That, she thought, was another element

in her apprehensiveness surrounding the social worker.

Mrs. Brown

recognized Elizabeth's general lack of assertiveness and added that
she had been that ever since she was a small child.

She had often

tried to tell Elizabeth that there were times that one had to stand
up for themsel'i.l'es and for what they believed in. Mrs. Brown was
distressed that: the social worker hadn't

found her a place to stay

and she felt that Elizabeth worried about where she would go when
she left the hospital.

For the moment, she felt, Elizabeth seemed

to want to stay in the hospital; it had represented some kind of
security, a place to be, people that would talk \vith her.

But it was

hard to visit Elizabeth at the hospital and deal with the fact that
she wanted to go home.
Mrs. BroWL1 worried over what was causing Elizabeth to have
these
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spells.H

Answering herself, she supposed that even sane,

really healthy people would have reacted in the same way had so
many thing been thrown at them.

Had the family requested a complete

diagnostic evaluation for Elizabeth, this question may have been
answered for t.:hem and provided an explanation of the "spells" and
how to help he1r: ~

Problems in School
Asked if Elizabeth had been nervous as a child, Mrs. Brown
answ·ered, "well no, not really so much.
Real shy.

She was shy and quiet.

I never noticed her nerves, really."

There was nothing

out of the ordinary in Elizabeth's developmental history and no sign
of anything being really wrong until Elizabeth entered third grade.
At that time, the school had suggested that Elizabeth be transferred
to the Burton Street School where there were slower children, more
compatible with her level.
but just the slow group.

It wasn't retarded, Mrs. Brown stressed,
Within that group Elizabeth was in the

middle ground- faster than some, slower than others.

Elizabeth

had gone to this school until she was in junior high school.

The

school apparently did no formal testing as indicated in the records,
and the parents were not involved in the decision to transfer
Elizabeth to slower classes.
Asked if she had ever felt that Elizabeth was mentally retarded
at any point during that period, Mrs. Brown's answer was negative.
"I've never, and to this day Elizabeth isn't retarded in any way.
had felt that she was slower, but not exactly retarded.

I

Because a lot

of the things Elizabeth could do that were really more normal than
the other kids.

In the family I'm speaking about ..• "

Mrs. Brown

was hard pressed to find an example of what she was talking about
but finally settled on the fact that Elizabeth was never late.

While

the others would like to sleep in, one never had to bother Elizabeth
about getting up.

lH

Educational Data and Social Life
Elizabeth graduated from James 1\ifadison High School, having
gone through normal classes with no help and okay grades.
do indicate that Elizabeth was a "D" student.

Records

Within the social

sphere, Nrs. Brown remembered Elizabeth as having friends but noted
that she never went out much.

She certainly didn't have much to do

with boys at that time, starting to go out a little when she finished
high school.

Chu:rch was big in Elizabeth's life, though, and she

had a circle of friends that revolved around church activities.
this way she was unlike her siblings.

In

While they had little to do

with church, Elizabeth Hould never miss a Sunday and would be
involved in all of the church programs.
she even worked in the Bible school.

After high school, in fact,

It was Mrs. Brmvn' s feeling

that more than they did, Elizabeth realized that she couldn't go on
to college.

She had even remarked to her mother once that she didn't

want to go on to college because she wouldn't be able to handle the
work on that level.

For Elizabeth the Church represented something

that she did that the others did not do and were not interested in.
It was a

way~

Mrs. Brown believed, for her to be herself.

She loved

working w:ith the little kids and the Bible school became a vehicle
through which she was able to do so.

Mrs. Brown indicated that

she had worked in a nursery school as well a little but that there
were some things that Elizabeth couldn't handle.

She couldn't put

her finger on what those kinds of things were but she felt· that she
just couldn't handle some of the things that had to be handled in a
nursery school.

Elizabeth's work in the nursery school was somewhat

sheltered, Hrs. Brown had worked in the nursery school for ten years
and when Elizabeth worked there it Yas with her mother that she
worked.

But Elizabeth loved to work around small children, and Hrs.

Brown hoped that even now, Elizabeth would be able to get into something lvhere she would be able to get a job like that.

At no time

was training attempted to teach Elizabeth appropriate skills in
working with young children.

Areas where there were deficits \vere

not explored and vocational testing was never done.
Mrs. Brown said that she never pushed Elizabeth that much to
get any kind of training.

She didn't push because she didn't know

if Elizabeth was doing all she was capable of doing.

She didn't

know if that \vere true or not and M:rs. Brown. wished that she had the
answer to that puzzling question.

Maybe if they had the anmver

it would be easier to understand Elizabeth's nervous "spells."

Hrs. Brm1n indicated her abhorrence for any kind of sickness but
"nerves," she felt, were particularly distressing.

Her husband

had had two "nervous spells" each being very bad.

Hrs. Brown's View of El:i.z:abeth
So what did Hrs.

Bro~?fi

see Elizabeth 1 s problem was then'?

di.d she conceptualize Elizabeth?

How

For the most part, she hoped that

Elizabeth \vas going through some kind of phase, that eventually she
was just going to say "I'm gonna do vihat I want to do."

It was

Elizabeth's move to the Job Corps that made Mrs. Brown believe that
indeed this is what Elizabeth was doing.

Mrs. Brown thought it was

a good idea, felt that Elizabeth would have a chance to do something
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she wanted to do on her own.

But apparently she couldn't.

no labels came from the school.
work.

Eli~mbeth

Still,

gave no trouble and did her

Nrs. Brown thus had little ca:sJ.tact with the counselors.

She

handled the basics course, primarily home economics oriented, with
little difficulty and seemed to enjoy it.

Life

Af_~er Hi~hool

Mrs. Brown was asked what ElizmiDeth had done after graduating
from high school and before getting int.o the job corps.
time, The Brmm' s were living in North Hollywood.
not really doing much of anything.

At that

Elizabeth was

Orr Sundays she would have her

church aetivities, summers she would teach Bible school, and
primarily, she would do a lot of walking and helping out at home.
In February of 1969 the family moved to Arleta and

Mrs. Brown's

work was such that she would go home. at noon for a while.

Elizabeth

would do a little sewing, crewel work, embroidery, etc., all things
that she enjoyed.

Knitting and crocheting were a little beyond her,

though she did a little crocheting.
doing a lot.

Basically, Elizabeth wasn't

Her nursery school job had come before graduation.

But she would babysit every weekend, and the money, per Brown policy,
was hers to do as she saw fit.

Eliz.zibeth would go out and get gifts

for other people, always spending her. money on someone else.

Laughing,

Mrs. Brown indicated how she had offered them her bank account when
the question of money had come up back in July.
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The

Job~s

Experience

Mrs. Brown wasntt sure who got Elizabeth interested in the job
corps, unless there was someone involved with the church who
had turned her on to it.

But someone from the church had apparently

taken Elizabeth down tv San Fernando while Mrs. Brown was at work
one day and Elizabeth had signed up.

This hadn't been a social

wnrker because no one had been involved in Elizabeth's life in that
role at this point.

Elizabeth actually got an application , filled

it in, mailed it out and informed her parents that she was going
into the job corps.

M1:·s. Brown indicated that her response had

been very supportive, telling Elizabeth that if that was w·hat
she wanted, it was great.

For a while she had thought of joining

the Army, Mrs. Brown remembered.

Basically, it seemed to Mrs.

Brown that Elizabeth wanted to be involved, she wanted to feel
like she was doing something.

They had helped her to get her

things together for the departure, and someone had taken her to the
bus stop in San Fernando.

A group of people were leaving together

from there to the airport, and then on to Oregon.
Surprisingly, Mrs. Brown had no real understanding of the
job corps program.

She wasn't even sure if Elizabeth had a very

full understanding of it.

Elizabeth, she felt, thought of it as

an adventure and something that would be "like a career."
didn't think Elizabeth actually knew all of the details.
Brown hadn't done a thing toward setting this up.
done everything on her own.

But she
Mrs.

Elizabeth had

They didn't help or hinder her, she

had already filled out the papers.

This was what she wanted and

,,,
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what could they do?

Asked how she felt about Elizabeth taking off

for Oregon, Mrs. Brown indicated that she had talked to Elizabeth
about it and knew that she would have counselors or some kind of
supervision.

Further, she felt good that Elizabeth would be off

on her own and felt that it would help her come into her own.
Elizabeth had started to resent bc-dng told what to do, Mrs. Brown
said, following that Ul> with a "who could blame her?"

Thus she

felt that this was the best thing in the world for Elizabeth.
Elizabeth went tn Oregon.

Mrs .. Brown returned from work one

afternoon only to be told by one of the kids that there was a
message from Oregon and that she was to call collect.

Hrs. Brown

immediately started to worry that something had happened, not having
heard from Elizabeth at all.

She d:id make the call, was told that

Elizabeth was quite bad off' and was asked if she could meet the
plane.

The call had

from a hospital.

c~Jme

Hrs.

from the job corps headquarters and not

~rown

really couldn't recall

how long

Elizabeth had been in t.h.e hospital in Oregon and didn 1 t believe that
she was gone for more than two or three weeks.

She had certainly

stayed long enough so t·nat they had already expected to hear from
her and indeed they had heard frow: her, the letter arrived after
she had returned home..

The letter was not. a positive one.

Brown seemed to rememher it as having been confused.

Hrs.

But she

never found out what had happened to Elizabeth up there, having
had no contact other trran with the woman who had called.
When Elizabeth gQ;t O·ff the plane she was heavily medicated.
She knew her parents and she knew she had been sent home.

She called
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her church friends almost immediately to let them know she was home.
They had been really nice in sending her off, Mrs. Brown said,
throwing her a party and everything.

They were aware of the fact

that she had returned because of her nerves, though Mrs. Brown
wasn't sure how.

She figured Elizabeth mus;t have told

them.

And they were quite good about getting Elizabeth involved in her
church activities again. But from th£m on, her nerves just weren't
the same.
Elizabeth didn't have to go into a hospital at all upon
returning home, but she was still heavily medicated.

The \voman

in Oregon had suggested that the Browns take her to East Valley
Mental Health in North Hollywood for t:herapy and they followed up
on that.

Elizabeth would go there

e-~;~ery

vleek and became involved

in a program.

Reflections on Elizabeth's

Narria~

Elizabeth met Frank at Olive View.

She liked Frank and in

truth, Hrs. Brown indicated, he was a likable guy.
married they only lived together for a month.
live with her.

He didn't want to

He just wanted to go back home or stay out with

someone else or something.
a lot.

"But when they

But yet he wanted to see Elizabeth

Evidently, he liked her.

was a nice looking young man.
couldn't hold down a job.
Hrs. Brown reported.
never told us either.

Aml she still liked Frank.

He

"Of course, he had problems and he

He was on disability.

He was a homosexual,"

"Elizabeth probably never told you that.

She

Someone in the hospital told Stacey, and then

Stacey told us.

We didn't know it. 11

"We weren't unhappy about

Eliabeth's marriage, but no way could she and Frank ever make a go of
it."
Asked if the Brown family had liked Frank, Mrs. Brown indicated
that as far as she knew they did.
him.

No one had said anything against

They hadn't seen him an awful lot, she said.

One time, however,

he did hit Elizabeth.
One day after a date, Elizabeth didn't seem to want to look
at her mother.
puffy.

But it was clear that one side of her face was

Mrs. Brown asked her if Frank had hit her

Elizabeth

w·ouldn' t talk about it, though she did admit that he had and she
was crying.

She didn't want to talk about it and nothing Hrs. Brown

said would get her to change her mind.
Mrs. Brown found out what was going on.

It was not until later that
Mrs.

Brom~

counseled

Elh:abeth that i t would be better if she didn! t go out with

Frank

anymore after that incident and that it would be better if he didn't
come over to the house.

For a long while Frank did stay away.

But

eventually he called and they started going out again.
Hrs. Brown was asked how it had gotten to the point that
Elizabeth and Frank had gotten married.

They had been going out,

Hrs. Bro-vm related, and then in June, Frank picked her up at the
workshop one day after what Mrs. Brown remembered as being a
suspicious phone call the night before, and they took off.

I1rs.

Brown seemed to remember getting a call from the shop saying that
Elizabeth and Frank had left together, that she needn't pick her up.
Finally, the Brown received a letter written by Frank in .:m envelope
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with no return address.

It vTas addressed by Elizabeth saying that

they had been married on such and sud1 a date.

The social worker

got in touch with Mrs. Brown, knowing that she would be upset.

Mrs.

Brown told her that she didn't mind anyone going off and getting
married but she thought that she could have been told so that she
needn't have worried.

The social worker asked Mrs. BroW11 if she

couldn 1 t bend and forgive Elizabeth.

Mrs. Brown's reply vms that

Elizabeth wasn't off her list, she could come home anytime she wanted.
Eventually contact was re--established and Elizabeth came over
to the house \vith Frank, his parents and a close friend of Frank's
who was always with him.

They saw Elizabeth and Frank one more time

while they were married whe.n they came over with Frank's mother.
But it was only a short while after they '\vere married that they
separated, almost a month.

Mrs. Brown was. in touch with Elizabeth

during this latter period, calling Elizabeth from the nursery school
where she ,,lor ked or Elizabeth would call her.
called and asked how things were going.
things weren't too good.

Elizabeth indicated that

She felt alright, she answered Mrs. Brown,

but Frank •mnted a divorce.

Mrs. Brovm asked Elizabeth if she

v1anted them to come and get her.
the apartment alone.

One day Mrs. Brown

Elizabeth didn't want to stay in

When Mrs. Brown returned home, she and her

husband went over to the apartment and pack her stuff.
Asked what her reacti.on would have been had Elizabeth asked
her if she could get married rather than eloping, Mrs. Browo
indicated that she probably vmuld have said no.
how it could work out.

She couldn 1 t see

It was just a feeling that she had, but
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she seemed to feel that her feeling was born out by subsequent facts.
She \vould have liked for Elizabeth to have stayed happily married
and have a person to really care for her.
really care a lot about someone else.
11

could return that

For Elizabeth could

But she wanted someone who

special care" that Elizabeth needed.

And Frank

couldn't do it.
Asked what Mr. Brown bad thought o.f Frank, Mrs. Brown indicated
that he really hadn't said a lot about him.
anything about it to Elizabeth.

But he never said

She guessed he figured that if

they could get along and be happy, i f Elizabeth could be happy,
that would be the most important thing to him.
said much about it, she felt.
and still is.

But he never really

He was kind of prejudiced, though,

Mrs. Brown, while preferring. someone of her own

nationality, didn't think this was prejudiced.

She was reconciled

to the fact that this was a new day and age and she guessed when
it all was said and done it shouldn't make a difference.
Elizabeth worked while she was married and continued to work
afterwards at a sheltered vJOrkshop.
they were married.
to their house.

Frank took her to work while

Mrs. Brm.zn picked her up when Elizabeth returned

She talked about

Fra~&k

and Elizabeth resuming their

relationship, ·mentioning how Frank rJould always have Elizabeth home
on time and about how much he like her iced tea, etc.

But she was

bothered by the fact that they had rest.illled the relationship and
revealed, saying she was going t.o be quite frank about it, that
Frank was only interested in her paycheck.

Elizabeth had some money

in the bank as well and Frank kept hugging her to take it out.

It had been a joint account and consisted of over one hundred dollars.
Finally Hrs. Brown gave into Elizabeth asking her to take out
out the money.

Elizabeth was overjoyed when Hrs. Brown brought

the money home, hugging and kissing her in thanks.
ten minutes later that Frank called.

It

vJaS

not

Elizabeth told him that she

had the money and he was over >vithin a half hour.

The money was

spent that weekend.
Hmv

did Hrs. Brown feel about Elizabeth 1 s return to Frank?

She didn't think it would work out because she didn't believe that
Frank would stay with Elizabeth for very long.

She pointed to

Frank's close relationship with one particular man and seemed to feel
that he was a threat to the stability of their relationship.

Dev~;!-opmental

Data and the. Development_ of a Label of Hen tal Retardation

It >vas noted that somewhere along the line someone had decided
that Elizabeth was mentally retarded.
have started with the job corps.

N:r:s. Brown believed that must

She herself noted again that she

didn't believe now and had never believed in the past that Elizabeth
was retarded.

Certainly she was slow,. and certainly when she had her

bad spells she acted in a
retarded.

v~ay

that would make one think she was

But she didn't think Elizabeth was retarded.

She noted

that all people were different, but she didn't know why it was that
Elizabeth might be slow in the first place.

She never had any real

serious illnesses except for pneumonia when she was sixteen months
old.

She and Leroy were in the hospital at the same time and she

was very sick.

Mrs. Brown wondered if her brain might have been
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damaged a little bit from that experience.

She had been running an

extli'eme.ly h:il.!fiftl' temperature before they had gotten her to the hospital.
Now that she thought of it, Elizabeth was always a little slower and

reaching the 'vther developmental milestones than the other children
had;

been~

She. couldn 1 t remember exaztly, noting that the information

nms·t have b.e,.;n in a baby book

so:mewl!J~"J;e.

rnel.dent ·wheTe Elizabeth was sick.

son. to t:he

·h~B::pital

But she did remember the

?l!rs. Brown had taken her older

because he 'l?as sick.

Elizabeth came also

beeaus~ her f:''p~s looked glassey to h.e'-r mother.

both in the lrospital.

The doctor kept them

Her son, being, big and husky, threw it off

easily enough but smaller and frailer little Elizabeth had a harder

time.
~iLh

She lti!ld' been small from birth,. and thus had a hard t:lme
being v;.•<::1•y sick and having high fevers often.

_!>~_ Imp_~:::=:~.~-!.~.s a_!!_<!__ Sumrrr~
1\Jtn:.:im~

with t.he
'fb_~

fac~t.

the entire interview widt Mrs. Brown, I was struck
that Elizabeth and her mother were so much alike.

physical resemblance was obvious; from the very first moment
lh~tw.iin

when l·i'r:-s.

and I met.

When

Mrs~

Brown opened her mouth to

speak the re!H.eroblance became even more uncanny.
enunciated
di.ffie!l.dt

N.Dre
b)

While Mrs. Brown

clearly than Elizabeth, and while she was not at all

un,derstand, she was a r2'cehorse, chattered like a bird

at an un.be'lJ.e-\•able pace, jumped from top.ic to topic as it occurred
to her,. .t;o a lesser extent but very similar to Elizabeth 1 s style.
Hut

pt~rhaps

more interesting ·w;ere their parallel philosophies

a.&d styl-es oJf adaptation.

Like Elizabeth, and Elizabeth noted that
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sfue was similar to her mo.ther in outlook on life, Hrs. Brovm was an
fiiccep,tor.
it:.

(.;'ne

had to accept their lot in life and make the best of

One had to accept their job and do it the best that they could.

One didn't regret what might have been but accepted, rather what
v.as and tried: to make the best of it.

Further, Mrs. Brown, like

Elizabeth, did not like to deal with conflict.

Her presentation

nf Elizabeth's life was remarkable in that she tended to obscure
tlllose moments when there had been a lot of hassle between her
and Elizabeth.

Mrs. Brown, like Elizabeth, would like to believe

that: the family was a close one, pu11.ing together :in times of
crisis, while t;be evidence seemed to contradict that fact.

Stacey,

c:ertainly, had very different things to say on tbe nature of her
family, and her :story seemed to fit the facts far better.
Mrs. BnJw'n' s bark sounded far worse than her bite.

She was

sinCf.!rely upse;t: by what she learned of the situation, both regarding
the board and care operators, and the social worker.

Still, she had

been aware of many of the things that had taken place at the Emile's
a;z;~,d

hadn't aetf;;d on ,them.

Basically, it seemed that Mrs. Brown had

to take a strang stand in talking about these disturbing things in
Grder to live >with herself, if she didn't talk in the way that she
it.t:d, what kind of mother would she be?

She had not involved herself

in EJ:izabeth~s life, preferring to be:lieve that things were well and

good and that she was happy, denying at the time any elements that
would jar th...is view.
p-ast had

th~re_

The fact that not at any time in Elizabeth's
.t
been a complete diagnostic evaluation completed is

Jtel:rtly due to t:he family's being unaware of the procedure or even
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being aware that an evaluation could have been done.

The family seemed

to depend on agencies and hospitals t:.o take care of Elizabeth's "bad
spells."

The agencies, in

turn~

did not seem to offer these services

to the family or to provide any counseling regarding Elizabeth's needs.
Had a thorough differential diagnostic evaluation been completed
by a responsible source, many of the incidents in Elizabeth's life
may not have occurred and the family may have had a better understanding of how to cope with their daughter with the "bad spells.n

CHAPTER V'

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Throughout the entire

writing~

editing, and careful study

of this case study, several stat.ements by Stacey kept coming back
into my thoughts.

Stacey often reiterated that "hospitalization

is a way that Elizabeth copes with situations that she can't handle."
11

This is just a way for Elizabeth to get attention or to get people

to pay attention to her."

Many times these statements led me to

believe that the family was unsupportive or cold in their approach
to Elizabeth's problems and needs.
The more I considered these statements, however, the more
I began to see patterns developing ill the way that Elizabeth reacted
under stress or emotional upheaval.

I saw a pattern of hospitalization

occurring after un unsuccessful atten1pt in the job corps, and as a
prelude

to having to face her parents in stressful situations.

Whenever problems in the board and caxe homes arose, hospitalization
became necessary.

Was this the only way Elizabeth felt that she

could get out of those situations?

I began to look at Elizabeth's

situation before entry and after leaving Camarillo.

Basically, after

the last hospitalization, her situation v.zas the same in both instances.
Elizabeth did not have a place t:o live.
to participate.

She had no program in which

Agencies were shuffling her back and forth.

option to live with her parents w.as available to her.

The

In fact,

after leaving the hospital an addit:Lonal strain was placed on her
ability to survive because her social security income had also been
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terminated.

\fuy in one instance was hospitalization necessary

and

in another she was relatively able to cope with the situation?
Intensive research into the area of differential diagnosis and it's
implications towards the psychological make-up of an individual ensued.
One of the most essential steps in the comprehensive diagnostic
evaluation of the individual amounts to a complete assessment of
the various developmental phases of personality development, their
evenness and possible regressions and of ot.her influences blocking
normal forward moves in the psychological make-up of the growing
individual.
Some of the behavioral and situational factors which seem
especially pertinent can be grouped under motivational variables,
ie: those aspects of a persori. or the task he is required to undertake
which may influence a given individual 1 s performance in specific
settings or situations.

It is generally accepted, that under some

conditions, certain levels of anxiety may facilitate a person's
accompU.shments and that under other circumstances may be debilitating
(Bialer, 1970).
On the basis of an exhaustive analysis of the research on the
relationship of anxiety to intelligent behavior in general,
Butterfield (1970) reach two conclusions.

First, anxiety is not a

chronic state but appears in response to specific situations.

Test

anxiety, which may be either facilitating or debilitating, reflects
a specific response to a given situation.

Second, it is expected

that test anxiety measures response tendencies in life situations
generally in so far as those situations are test like.
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Applying these views to the mentally retarded, one might
expect that to the extent that the retarded individual perceives
each circumstance as a challange or a test, his anxiety scores may
well mirror his response tendencies in real life situations.

It

is conceivable that given life conditions may evoke anxieties that
will either raise or lower the level of performance of the retarded
individual.
In applying somtopsychological principals to the adjustment
problems of the mentally retarded, Meyerson (1963) emphasized
that new psychological situations or overlapping psychological
situations or both can send an individual into an emotional upheaval.
In understanding some of the adjustment problems of the mentally
retarded, psychological situations are those where the individual
has not yet learned the proper sequence of behavior which will enable
him to achie'Te a specific goal. · When placed in such a situation, the
person is likely to manifest unstable, trial and error behavior.
That behavior may lead to frustration and conflict and result in
emotionality and behavioral disruption..

When inevitable social and

vocational problems arise, as in Elizabeth's case, they became new
situations that she could not handle effectively and that generated
emotional problems.

Meyerson (1963) suggested preventing such

emotional upheavals that may occur from being exposed to new situations
before the individual had developed the mechanisms to cope by
reducing the number of ne'\17 situations.

Slow introduction of stressful

procedures should be recognized.
Many retarded individuals who either realize their limitations
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or respond non.sdaptively to their adverse environmental support
systems tend to develope a variety of emotional inhibitions and
complexes.

As a result, Lott (1970) suggested that it is often

impossible to determine the level of intellectual capacity on the
basis of formal tests alone, and it becomes necessary to combine
developmental, family histories, medical, psychophysiological and
neuropsychiatric evaluations with psychological evaluations in
order to make a. complete differential diagnosis possible.

If these

types of assessments had been made available for Elizabeth, one
would have been able to obtain information as to how she handled
neH psychological situations, for example, and arranged appropriate
therapeutic treatment.
Wortis (1_958) stated that not infrequently the question of
institutionalization or other placement depended on the diagnosis.
The plan of management will ahllays be dependent on the diagnosis.
He further elucidated the difficulty in obtaining the complete
differential diagnosis.

According to Wortis (1958), some cerebral

defects or dysfunctions assoctated ;.;ith mental retardation may and
do induce patterns of disorganized thinking and behavior which is
called schizophrenic.

He concluded that there is no single entity

of retardation as there are a great variety of medical, psychological,
and social factors '<Jhich may impede mental growth and development.
Similarly., there is no simple entity of schizophrenia.

Here

too, a variety of medical, social, and psychological factors are
encountered which induce bizarre distortions and disorganized patterns
of behavior an.d development.
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Wortis (1958) indicated that where intellectual retardation
dominated the picture, it would be justifiable to label an individual
as mentally ret:arded.

"Where distortions and disorganization dominate

the picture, a. label of Eichizophrenta would be justified.

But it

must be recognized that there are overlapping types where the total
picture becomes one of mental retard£.ttion "\•lith schizophrenic
tendencies.

M0reover, in point of time, the clincial picture may

change in any one case and the latent features may become dominant.
Consideration of the etiologic 3illd conceptual relationships
beti.veen mental retardation and emotional deviation should "focus
on those aspects of the life experience of a retarded person \·7hich
may be expected to produce deficits in personality development"
(Heber~

1964).

Etiologic connections among the variables under

consideration may be seen as falling into any one of the following
four conformations.
disorder.

Mental retardations results from emotional

Mental retardation leads to emotional disorder.

Mental

retardation and mental disorder are both consequent to a corrrrnon
etiologic factor.

And mental retardation and emotional problems

are independent: of each other.

Bialer (1970) concluded that in

the realm of t:l:!.e differential diagnosis, past attempts to
distinguish bet-.i'een the uemotionally disturbed child" and the "child
who is retarded because he is emotionally disturbed" have been
essentially fut:ile.

Bialer (1970) felt that the individual's

strengths and abilities. rather than a diagnostic category, be
emphasized in treatment and in progYam planning for that individual.
The diagnosis of Eental defici..ency is influenced by the fact

that even today it is rare to find the amount of provisions that are
adequate to meet the needs of those so diagnosed (Clarke & Clarke,
1966).

Hence, social circumstances inevitably play a large part

in determining whether any particular individual could be ascertained
to be mentally subnormal or not.

Clarke & Clarke (1966) stated

that the inconsistencies of measures of a social kind can be
imagined when it is realized that a social worker's or teacher's
judgement will often be involved.

The diagnosis of retardation

\vill thus be based in part on the estimation of a person not
necessarily trained to detect dullnes.s, and may in certain circumstances depend on size, vacancies, and availability of programs.
Problems of measurement of subnormality vary from time to time,
depending on concepts, and availability of services.

Clarke &

Clarke (1966) also noted that classification always has a purpose;
frequently it seems to rationalize administrative decisions which
may have. already been imp·lementd.

This seems to have been the.

case for Elizabeth.
Perhaps the most important possibili.ties for a thorough
differential diagnosis are the potential implications for the
prevention of both mental retardation and emotional disturbance.
Emotional disturbance is a frequent companion of mental retardation.
Any success that researchers may have in further elucidating and
properly diagnosing the relationships between them will at least
provide us with the opportunity for discovering and maintaining
differential treatment plans and methods of operation.
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